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We’ve got you covered
At AGU, we encourage people to ride their bikes, because it is fun, healthy and 
sustainable. We want every cyclist to ride in comfort, to enjoy cycling to the max.
For those cycling their first miles, to the Tour de France winner. For the ones who cycle 
to work and offroad adventurers. We are here for all cycling heroes, with every peddle 
stroke, we support them with products they can trust. Our high-quality products are 
thoughtfully designed, with smart solutions for comfortable cycling. From cycling wear 
to outer wear and bike bags, our complete range is for every cyclist. 

In all types of weather and on any bike, every day
We’ve got you covered.
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Dutch Cycling
Experts
Since 1966
We are a Dutch brand and we’ve been making 
cycling gear since 1966. From the very beginning 
we endeavored to help people use their bikes as 
often, and with as much freedom and ease of use 
as possible with bike wear, rain wear and bike bags. 
Cycling is in the very DNA of the Dutch culture. We 
know all the challenges a cyclist can face, and we 
work on the best solutions to each one of them, 
every day. 
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Quality &
innovation
We are at the forefront of innovation in cycling gear. From 
advanced materials and innovative designs, we develop the 
most aerodynamics clothing for the best riders in the world.
We push the boundaries of cycling gear to continuously
improve performance, comfort and sustainable solutions. 

We strive for the best. Whether it’s developing the fastest clothing, ensuring the 

highest quality in every product or minimizing the impact on the environment, we 

set the standard for excellence in cycling gear.

From the founding of AGU in 1966 we have introduced a host of innovative 

products.  Including the first lightweight bike bags, the first carbon fiber chamois 

pad, the award-winning Original rainsuit, the fastest kit possible for the professional 

riders in the Worldtour peloton and much more. 
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Sustainability
We believe cycling can make a crucial contribution against 
climate change and make cities healthier and more livable. We 
want to make it easier, smarter, and more attractive to make that 
sustainable choice to get on your bike every day with products 
that are produced in the most sustainable way available to us at 
any given time. Now, more than ever, we need people to get on 
their bikes. Every day. Everywhere. 

Quality is a key factor in our vision of sustain-ability. Because 

quality works towards durability, i.e. the life span of a product. 

For us at AGU, quality is sustainability.

Next to the quality of our products, the quality of the raw 

materials is just as important to us. Sourcing the best quality 

recycled fabrics and other sustainable materials for our 

products is key in our product development process. We keep 

on innovating by offering the most sustainable solutions. We 

developed the Upcycling collection. With a minimal footprint, 

we turned excess inventory Rainwear, Bikebags and Team 

Jumbo-Visma replica jerseys into unique products. Handmade 

in Holland. 

Our undyed collection showcases our commitment to 

sustainability by eliminating the use of dyes in production. 

By forgoing dyeing, bleaching and washing processes, we’re 

minimizing our carbon footprint and preserving natural 

resources.

At AGU, sustainability isn’t just a goal; it’s a journey we’re deeply 

committed to.
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At AGU, we are deeply committed to riding bikes and to the impact that each ride has 
on us. It goes beyond the physical realm, reaching into our minds and spirits. When 
developing our SS25 collection, we decided to take a little break. It felt like pressing 
the pause button in a world that is moving faster and faster. By taking that moment, 
we realized that we all need to take a step back sometimes in order to move forward. 
And so, the ‘Reflect and Rebalance’ collection theme was born. In a world that is 
moving faster and faster, change is the only constant. 

If we talk about change, sustainability is on the top of our priority 

list. This summer we will use more recycled materials, natural 

fabrics and natural dyeing techniques. This extra step is in line 

with our commitment to a greener future. We change if it leads 

to something better. Better for us as humans and better for the 

world around us. We pedal in the right cadence to stay present 

in the moment. To us, this is what cycling is all about.

When you hop on your bike, you enter a state of flow. You leave 

everything else behind. Along the way you find peace, joy and 

connection. Connection with yourself, with nature and with 

2025 Collection theme

others. Whether commuting through city streets, speeding 

across fields, or exploring mountain trails, it brings us to the 

present. It brings us back to ourselves. It takes us into the flow 

of the ride. 

To enhance the ride for every type of cyclist, we introduce 

three exciting sub-themes: ‘Indigo Dream’, ‘Future Ride’ and ‘A 

Summer of 100 Sunsets’. They all invite you to jump on the bike 

and find your flow of the ride.
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Bikewear
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We welcome you to a world where cities and landscapes are in a 
continuous state of evolution, giving rise to a new generation of cyclists. 
The FuturRide collection draws inspiration from these individuals and their 
aspiration to shape the future of transport by cycling.

No matter how advanced technologies are becoming, while we enter into worlds of fantasy and the metaverse, 

we must also find ways to rebalance and engage with reality. We feel the energy of the townscape and as 

we strive for balance, we appreciate the freedom that cycling offers together with the ability to navigate the 

roads with ease. 

The colors such as Lilac, Green and Coral in this collection symbolize the vibrant colors of the world of the 

future. With the FutureRide Cycling Collection we challenge everyone to rethink priorities and find balance 

between the fast-paced digital world and everyday reality. Let’s find our flow, ourselves, in every ride. 

2025 Collection theme
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Bibs & Chamois Pads

Designed with the latest innovations used by our pro riders, the SS25 

Collection translates pro performance into consumer-friendly versions. 

Whether you’re at the top of your game or just starting out, our bibs 

caters to riders of all levels. 

So from our premium range to our Essential bibs and shorts, all have 

undergone a complete transformation. Experience enhanced comfort, 

improved fit, and superior durability with every ride.

We’ve prioritized sustainability without compromising on performance. 

All our bib fabrics across the entire collection are crafted using the latest 

sustainable and high-tech materials. Ride with confidence knowing 

you’re making an eco-friendly choice without sacrificing quality.

But that’s not all! We’ve updated our chamois with new colors and 

improved functionality. Experience a new range of modern, high-

functionality chamois designed to provide maximum comfort on every 

ride.

Upgrade your cycling wardrobe with the SS25 new bibs and redefine 

your cycling experience!

Discover the next level of cycling bibs and shorts with our newly revamped SS25 Collection. 
We’ve reimagined our cycling bibs and shorts to offer you the ultimate blend of cutting-edge 
technology and contemporary style.
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This jersey offers everything you expect from a good cycling 
jersey. Nothing more, nothing less. The Core Jersey gets top 
marks for quality, functionality and affordability. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: 100% polyester Interlock, rapid dry and 
breathable

• Polyester mesh sleeves
• Full length YKK zipper
• 3 pockets

This shirt offers everything you would expect from a good 
cycling shirt. Nothing more, nothing less. The Stripes Jersey 
scores on quality, functionality and affordability. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Full length zipper
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Core Jersey SS 
Essential Men

Stripes Jersey SS 
Essential Men

  

Essential
  

Essential

45319200-000 Black

45319200-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

45319200-004 Deep Blue

45319200-011 Army Green

45319200-020 Elephant Grey

45319200-029 Biro Blue

45319200-543 Armagnac

45319200-553 Modica

45331600-004 Deep Blue

45331600-545 Bond

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

The design of the Chippie Lines Jersey gives a stylish look 
to every ride. The quick-drying fabric offers comfort on hot 
summer days or after a rain shower. An affordable cycling 
shirt, made so that you can enjoy cycling. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Full length YKK zipper
• Zipper garage
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Chippie Lines Jersey 
SS Essential Men

  

Essential

45331500-034 Chalk White

45331500-577 Specchio Blue

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599
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We ride the wind! As a real Dutch brand, we do so with this 
Wind body. You hit the road well prepared thanks to its 
ultra-light weight and packability. Fit it in your back pocket 
or handlebar bag and you are good to go. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: Super-light windproof
• Windproof and water repellent
• Breathable, elastic mesh back
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Folds easily inside its own back pocket
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Wind Body Essential 
Men

  

Essential

44848000-000 Black

44848000-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

44848000-011 Green

44848000-020 Elephant Grey

44848000-029 Biro Blue

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

A real cyclist will not be stopped by a bit of wind and rain. 
This very light and highly packable jacket protects not only 
from the wind but also from the rain thanks to the DWR 
coating. A must-have for your cycling wardrobe. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: Super-light windproof
• Windproof and water resistant
• Breathable, elastic mesh back
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Folds easily inside its own back pocket
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Wind Jacket Essential 
Men

  

Essential

44848400-000 Black

44848400-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

44848400-011 Army Green

44848400-020 Elephant Grey

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

On the bike it is always nice to take an extra layer with you. 
As protection against the rain and to increase your visibility 
in traffic. The essentail rain jacket offers both and makes it 
easy to store when needed. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: Poray 10.000, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Fully taped seams
• Soft lining in the collar
• Anatomical cuffs
• Extended back panel
• Reflective details
• Semi 4-way stretch

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Rain Jacket Essential 
Men

  

Essential

44208700-000 Black

44208700-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

44208700-028 Safety Red

44208700-560 Army Green

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749
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The Short Essential SS25 offers the solution for affordable 
good cycling shorts. With the improved features and the 
new Core Pad chamois, these pants are a good choice for 
rides up to 2 hours. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Comfort elastic waistband
• Elastic cuffs
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Short Essential Men

  

Essential

45105601-000 Black € 70    DKK 549 The Bibshort Essential SS25 offers the solution for 
affordable good cycling shorts. With the improved features 
and the new Core Pad chamois, these pants are a good 
choice for rides up to 2 hours. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Comfort mesh bibs
• Elastic cuffs
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Bibshort Essential 
Men

  

Essential

45105501-000 Black € 80    DKK 599 This jersey offers everything you expect from a good cycling 
jersey. Nothing more, nothing less. The Core Cycling Jersey 
gets top marks for quality, functionality and affordability. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% polyester Interlock, rapid dry and 
breathable

• Polyester mesh sleeves
• Full length YKK zipper
• 3 pockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Core Jersey SS 
Essential Women

  

Essential

45319600-000 Black

45319600-004 Deep Blue

45319600-034 Chalk White

45319600-035 Brown Flux

45319600-543 Armagnac

45319600-553 Modica

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

Thanks to the breathable and quick-drying fabric, this shirt 
is ideal to wear during summer rides. The new print gives a 
stylish touch to your cycling outfit. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Full length YKK zipper
• Zipper garage
• Silicone gripper
• 3 pockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Striped Flower Jersey 
SS Essential Women

  

Essential

45331900-034 Chalk White

45331900-042 Peanut

45331900-562 Strategy

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599
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We ride the wind! As a real Dutch brand, we do so with this 
Wind body. You hit the road well prepared thanks to its 
ultra-light weight and packability. Fit it in your back pocket 
or handlebar bag and you are good to go. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Super-light windproof
• Windproof and water repellent
• Breathable, elastic mesh back
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Folds easily inside its own back pocket
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Wind Body Essential 
Women

  

Essential

44848100-000 Black

44848100-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

44848100-011 Army Green

44848100-020 Elephant Grey

44848100-553 Modica

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

A real cyclist will not be stopped by a bit of wind and rain. 
This very light and highly packable jacket protects not only 
from the wind but also from the rain thanks to the DWR 
coating. A must-have for your cycling wardrobe. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Super-light windproof
• Windproof and water repellent
• Breathable, elastic mesh back
• Full YKK 2-way zipper with camlock closure
• Folds easily inside its own back pocket
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Wind Jacket Essential 
Women

  

Essential

44848500-000 Black

44848500-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

44848500-011 Army Green

44848500-020 Elephant Grey

44848500-553 Modica

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

On the bike it is always nice to take an extra layer with you. 
As protection against the rain and to increase your visibility 
in traffic. The Rain Essential jacket offers both and makes it 
easy to store when needed. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Poray 10.000, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Fully taped seams
• Soft lining in the collar
• Anatomical cuffs
• Extended back panel
• Reflective details
• Semi 4-way stretch

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Rain Jacket Essential 
Women

  

Essential

44209500-000 Black

44209500-002 Hivis Neon Yellow

44209500-028 Safety Red

44209500-560 Green

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749
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The Short Essential SS25 offers the solution for affordable 
good cycling shorts. With the improved features and the 
new Core Pad chamois, these pants are a good choice for 
rides up to 2 hours. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Comfort elastic waistband
• Elastic cuffs
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Short Essential 
Women

  

Essential

45206101-000 Black € 70    DKK 549 The Bibshort Essential SS25 offers the solution for 
affordable good cycling shorts. With the improved features 
and the new Core Pad chamois, these pants are a good 
choice for rides up to 2 hours. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Comfort mesh bibs
• Elastic cuffs
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Bibshort Essential 
Women

  

Essential

45206001-000 Black € 80    DKK 599
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Comfort and style come together in the new Gradient 
Jersey, made for going on summer days. The quick-drying 
fabric and laser-cut sleeves give your rides extra comfort, so 
you can fully focus on your performance! 

Size: S - XXXL

• Laser-finished sleeve cuff
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Gradient Jersey SS 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44318100-888 Multicolour € 110    DKK 849 Go for your fastest time in the Speedy Lines Jersey. 
Designed for fast and stylish travel. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Laser-finsihed sleeve cuff
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Animal Jersey SS 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44319800-020 Elephant Grey

44319800-583 Deep Sea Blue

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

The soft and ultimate stretch fabric in combination with a 
timeless but stylish design make the Solid Jersey a favorite 
among many cyclists. The latest version features even 
better finishes and is made of a new recycled material. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Extremely comfortable 4-way stretch fabric
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Solid Jersey SS 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44317900-042 Peanut

44317900-532 Purple Velvet

44317900-582 Aakura Blossom

44317900-583 Deep Sea Green

44317900-584 Pool Side Green

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

The Color Block Jersey is the sister of our popular Solid 
Jersey. This shirt fits around your body like a second skin. 
High-quality fabrics and features provide comfort on the 
road. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Extremely comfortable 4-way stretch fabric
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Colorblock Jersey SS 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44318200-562 Strategy

44318200-583 Deep Sea Green

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749
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The new Aero Jersey has been developed for the 
professional riders of Team Visma | Lease a Bike, and also 
available for you. The latest innovations and techniques in 
one shirt for the fastest performance on the bike. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Developed in the windtunnel
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Aero Jersey SS 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44318300-576 Freeport Grey

44318300-586 Terme Green

44318300-587 Dusky Lilac

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199

In this shirt you will find the latest technology and materials 
for optimal comfort during your ride. The Rain Jersey 
is designed to perform well on the bike even during 
changeable summer weather. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: 92% polyester / 8% spandex + PU + mesh 
back

• 3-layer laminate
• DWR Finish
• Fully taped seams

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Rain Jersey SS 
Performance Men

  

Performance

45309800-000 Black

45309800-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

45309800-033 Blue Steel

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

The Merino wool keeps you warm in winter and cool in 
summer. The soft, thin and stretchy fabric of the Merino 
jersey is made especially for cycling. The improved finishes 
and features provide even more comfort. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: Greensphere recycled polyester / merino
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Merino Jersey SS 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44316500-033 Steel Blue

44316500-545 Bond

44316500-583 Deep Sea Green

44316500-585 Sunset Orange

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

This cycling shirt has been developed for warmer days. Not 
all the energy you burn is transferred to your pedals. The 
High Summer Jersey is made to dissipate that extra heat, so 
that the focus is not on the heat, but on cycling. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Bodymapping structure: different fabrics at specific 
positions to optimize temperature

• Laser-finished lycra sleeve
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

High Summer Jersey 
SS Performance Men

  

Performance

44319900-000 Black

44319900-532 Purple Velvet

€ 120    DKK 899

€ 120    DKK 899
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With a water column and breathability of 15000 and a 
weight of just 100 grams, the Ultralight Rain Jacket is 
perfect for taking with you on the bike. Made to be worn and 
carried with comfort and functionality at number one. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Sub 100 gram rain jacket
• Highly packable
• Fully taped seams

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Ultralight Rain Jacket 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44222200-020 Elephant Grey

44222200-033 Blue Steel

44222200-583 Deep Sea Green

€ 200    DKK 1499

€ 200    DKK 1499

€ 240    DKK 1499

Wear the best of the best thanks to the Poray 15000 
membrane. This jacket is both breathable and completely 
wind- and waterproof. This is the jacket you want to wear in 
more challenging weather conditions. 

Size: S - XXXL

• The ultimate foul weather rain jacket
• Developed with Team Visma | Lease a bike
• The jacket is made of high-quality PU material.

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

PU Rain Jacket 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44222800-000 Black € 500    DKK 3749We’ve upgraded the Prime rain body with a close look at 
all details. We’ve added a ventilation panel on the back, 
so this 100% waterproof jacket is even more breathable 
than before. Indispensable during all rides in unpredictable 
weather. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: Poray 15.000, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Reflection details
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Semi 4-Way stretch
• Fully taped seams
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position
• Full waterproof zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Prime Rain Body 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44911100-000 Black

44911100-032 Elephant Grey

44319600-580 Deep Marine

€ 120      DKK 899

€ 120      DKK 899

€ 120      DKK 899

We’ve upgraded the Prime rain jacket with a close look at 
all details. We’ve added a ventilation panel on the back, 
so this 100% waterproof jacket is even more breathable 
than before. Indispensable during all rides in unpredictable 
weather. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: Poray 15.000, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Reflection details
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Semi 4-Way stretch
• Fully taped seams
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position
• Full waterproof zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Prime Rain Jacket 
Performance Men

  

Performance

44911000-000 Black

44911000-020 Elephant Grey

44911000-560 Forest Green

44319500-580 Deep Marine

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049
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Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for 
the SS25 collection. Thanks to its high-quality technical 
properties and fast appearance, the Comfort Plus Short is a 
must-have for every avid cyclist. 

Size: S - XXXL

• High quality fabrics offer compression and 
breathability

• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Comfort elastic waistband

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Comfort Plus Short 
Performance Men

  

Performance

45105701-000 Black

45105701-004 Deep Blue

45105701-560 Forest Green

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for 
the SS25 collection. Thanks to its high-quality technical 
properties and fast appearance, the Comfort Plus Bibshort 
is a must-have for every avid cyclist. 

Size: S - XXXL

• High quality fabrics offer compression and 
breathability

• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Seamless comfortable elastic bibs with ventilation

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Comfort Plus Bibshort 
Performance Men

  

Performance

45105801-000 Black

45105801-004 Deep Blue

45105801-560 Forest Green

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for the 
SS25 collection. Thanks to the new Bogota fabric, the 
Endura Plus Bib Shorts have stronger compression, so that 
blood circulation in the legs is even better supported and 
fatigue is postponed. 

Size: S - XXXL

• High quality fabrics offer compression and 
breathability

• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Seamless comfortable elastic bibs with ventilation

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Enduro Plus Bibshort 
Performance Men

  

Performance

45106101-000 Black

45106101-033 Blue Steel

45106101-583 Deep Sea Green

45106101-586 Terme Green

45106101-587 Dusky Lilac

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for the 
SS25 collection. With temperature regulation, the right 
compression and a high-quality chamois, you can fully 
focus on your performance. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Extra breathable fabric for riding in high temperatures
• Coldblack treatment reduces heat absorption
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Comfort elastic bibs

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

High Summer 
Bibshort Performance 
Men

  

Performance

45105901-000 Black

45105901-037 Dark Elephant Grey

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999
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Our cycling shorts have been given a completely new design 
for the SS25 collection. A rain shower on your bike? With the 
Rain Bibshort you are prepared on the road and your legs 
and bottom stay dry. This way you can continue to focus 
on your ride. 

Size: S - XXXL

• DWR treatment prevents the pad from getting wet
• Reflective print enhances visibility
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Comfort elastic bibs

Breathable 
Insulation 
Waterproof 

Rain Bibshort 
Performance Men

  

Performance

45106001-527 Reflection Black € 150    DKK 1149 Our cycling shorts have been given a completely new 
design for the SS25 collection. Our first bibshorts with fall 
protection are a fact: the Protection Bibshort. Thanks to the 
special Cordura fabric that is woven into the trousers, the 
skin remains better protected during a fall. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Cordura panels offer protection in case of crashes
• Ultraflat laser cut bibs with ventilation
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Protection Bibshort 
Performance Men

  

Performance

45106301-000 Black € 210    DKK 1599 Our cycling shorts have been given a completely new design 
for the SS25 collection. These pants are designed to take 
your cycling efforts to the highest level. The high-quality 
fabric, which consists of only one panel, supports your 
power and controls your temperature. Our most innovative 
aero cycling shorts. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Compression fabric to support the muscles
• Ultraflat laser cut bibs with ventilation
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Compression Bibshort 
Performance Men

  

Performance

45106401-000 Black € 220    DKK 1649Our cycling shorts have been given a completely new 
design for the SS25 collection. We can proudly call the 
Aero Bibshorts our fastest and best bibshorts. The latest 
innovations support strong aerodynamics and increase 
your comfort during vigorous exercise. Designed for top 
sport, available for all riders. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Developed in the windtunnel
• Ultraflat laser cut bibs with ventilation
• Coldblack treatment reduces heat absorption
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Aero Bibshort 
Performance Men

  

Performance

45106201-000 Black € 190    DKK 1449
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The soft and ultimate stretch fabric in combination with a 
timeless but stylish design make the Solid Jersey a favorite 
among many cyclists. The latest version features even 
better finishes and is made of a new recycled material. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Extremely comfortable 4-way stretch fabric
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Solid Jersey SS 
Performance Women

  

Performance

44318000-042 Peanut

44318000-532 Purple Velvet

44318000-582 Sakura Blossom

44318000-583 Deep Sea Green

44318000-586 Terme Green

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

The Color Block Jersey is based on our popular Solid 
Jersey. The cycling shirt fits around your body like a second 
skin. High-quality fabrics and features provide comfort on 
the road. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Extremely comfortable 4-way stretch fabric
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Colorblock Jersey SS 
Performance Women

  

Performance

44318500-582 Sakura Blossom

44318500-586 Terme Green

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

Comfort and style come together in the new Gradient 
Jersey, made for going on summer days. The quick-drying 
fabric and laser-cut sleeves give your rides extra comfort, so 
you can fully focus on your performance! 

Size: XS - XXL

• Laser-finsihed sleeve cuff
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Gradient Jersey SS 
Performance Women

  

Performance

44318400-888 Multicolour € 110    DKK 849 This cycling shirt has been developed for warmer days. Not 
all the energy you burn is transferred to your pedals. The 
High Summer Jersey is made to dissipate that extra heat, so 
that the focus is not on the heat, but on cycling. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Bodymapping structure: different fabrics at specific 
positions to optimize temperature

• Laser-finished lycra sleeve
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

High Summer Jersey 
SS Performance 
Women

  

Performance

44318800-587 Dusky Lilac

44318800-034 Chalk White

€ 120    DKK 899

€ 120    DKK 899
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The Merino wool keeps you warm in winter and cool in 
summer. The soft, thin and stretchy fabric of the Merino 
jersey is made especially for cycling. The improved finishes 
and features provide even more comfort. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Greensphere recycled polyester / merino
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Merino Jersey SS 
Performance Women

  

Performance

44317200-545 Bond Greige

44317200-532 Purple Velvet

44317200-585 Sunset Orange

44317200-039 Nature Brown

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

In this shirt you will find the latest technology and materials 
for optimal comfort during your ride. The Rain Jersey 
is designed to perform well on the bike even during 
changeable summer weather. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 92% polyester / 8% spandex + PU + mesh 
back

• 3-layer laminate
• DWR Finish
• Fully taped seams

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Rain Jersey SS 
Performance Women

  

Performance

45310700-000 Black

45310700-033 Blue Steel

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

The new Aero Jersey has been developed for the 
professional riders of Team Visma | Lease a Bike, and now 
also available for you. The latest innovations and techniques 
in one shirt for the fastest performance on the bike. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Developed in the windtunnel
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 3 clean finished pockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Aero Jersey SS 
Performance Women

  

Performance

44318700-576 Freeport Grey

44318700-586 Terme Green

44318700-587 Dusky Lilac

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199
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We’ve upgraded the Prime rain jacket with a close look at 
all details. We’ve added a ventilation panel on the back, 
so this 100% waterproof jacket is even more breathable 
than before. Indispensable during all rides in unpredictable 
weather. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Poray 15.000, Greensphere Recycled 
Polyester

• Reflective details
• Breathable, windproof and waterproof
• Semi 4-Way stretch
• Fully taped seams
• Pre-formed sleeves in cycling position
• Full waterproof zipper with camlock closure
• Silicone gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Prime Rain Jacket 
Performance Women

  

Performance

44911200-000 Black

44911200-560 Forest Green

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

The ultimate performance rain jacket, made for the hardest 
circumstances. This jacket keeps you warm and dry and 
is yet very breathable. Your body stays dry even during the 
most severe downpours, so you can stay focused on the 
road ahead.
Size: XS - XXL

• Material: eVent DVStorm
• Windproof and water-resistant
• Fully taped seams
• Superior eVent breathable quality thanks to the DIRECT 

VENTING membrane
• Full open-end YKK zipper with camlock closure
• 2 pockets with flap

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Ultralight Rain Jacket 
Performance Women

  

Performance

44222300-020 Elephant Grey

44222300-033 Steel Blue

44222300-583 Deep Sea Green

€ 200    DKK 1499

€ 200    DKK 1499

€ 200    DKK 1499
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Our cycling shorts have been given a completely new design 
for the SS25 collection. Thanks to its high-quality technical 
properties and fast appearance, the Comfort Plus Short is a 
must-have for every avid cyclist. 

Size: XS - XXL

• High quality fabrics offer compression and 
breathability

• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Comfort elastic waistband

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Comfort Plus Short 
Performance Women

  

Performance

45206801-000 Black

45206801-004 Deep Blue

45206801-560 Forest Green

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749

Our cycling shorts have been given a completely new design 
for the SS25 collection. Thanks to its high-quality technical 
properties and fast appearance, the Comfort Plus Bibshort 
is a must-have for every avid cyclist. 

Size: XS - XXL

• High quality fabrics offer compression and 
breathability

• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Seamless comfortable elastic bibs with ventilation

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Comfort Plus Bibshort 
Performance Women

  

Performance

45206901-000 Black

45206901-004 Deep Blue

45206901-560 Forest Green

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for the 
SS25 collection. Thanks to the new Bogota fabric, the 
Endura Plus Bib Shorts have stronger compression, so that 
blood circulation in the legs is even better supported and 
fatigue is postponed. 

Size: XS - XXL

• High quality fabrics offer compression and 
breathability

• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Seamless comfortable elastic bibs with ventilation

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Enduro Plus Bibshort 
Performance Women

  

Performance

45206301-000 Black

45206301-033 Blue Steel

45206301-583 Deep Sea Green

45206301-586 Terme Green

45206301-587 Dusky Lilac

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for the 
SS25 collection. These pants are shorter than the average 
cycling pants, specially designed for women. High-quality 
fabrics and technical properties increase comfort on the 
road. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Extra short legs to prevent tanlines
• Laser cut legs
• Comfort elastic bibs

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Ultra Short Bibshort 
Performance Women

  

Performance

45206701-000 Black € 110    DKK 849
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Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for the 
SS25 collection. With temperature regulation, the right 
compression and a high-quality chamois, you can fully 
focus on your performance. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Extra breathable fabric for riding in high temperatures
• Coldblack treatment reduces heat absorption
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Comfort elastic bibs

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

High Summer 
Bibshort Performance 
Women

  

Performance

45206201-000 Black

45206201-037 Dark Elephant Grey

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for the 
SS25 collection. Our first trousers with fall protection are a 
fact: the Protection Bibshort. Thanks to the special Cordura 
fabric that is woven into the trousers, the skin remains 
better protected during a fall. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Cordura panels offer protection in case of crashes
• Ultraflat laser cut bibs with ventilation
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Comfort elastic bibs

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Protection Bibshort 
Performance Women

  

Performance

45206501-000 Black € 210    DKK 1599 Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for the 
SS25 collection. These pants are designed to take your 
cycling efforts to the highest level. The high-quality fabric, 
which consists of only one panel, supports your power 
and controls your temperature. Our most innovative aero 
cycling shorts. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Compression fabric to support the muscles
• Ultraflat laser cut bibs with ventilation
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Compression Bibshort 
Performance Women

  

Performance

45206601-000 Black € 220    DKK 1649Our cycling shorts have been completely renewed for the 
SS25 collection. We can proudly call the Aero Bibshorts our 
fastest and best bibshorts. The latest innovations support 
strong aerodynamics and increase your comfort during 
vigorous exercise. Designed for top sport, available for all 
riders. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Developed in the windtunnel
• Ultraflat laser cut bibs with ventilation
• Coldblack treatment reduces heat absorption
• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Aero Bibshort 
Performance Women

  

Performance

45206401-000 Black € 190    DKK 1449
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Allow us to unveil our first Breakaway collection, with the enchanting 
theme Indigo Dream. When in the flow of the ride, we dream about a 
better future. We reflect on today’s challenges and possibilities and take 
inspiration craftsmanship of making denim. We translate this century old 
craftmanship to the here and now with sustainable production methods. 
We do so by dyeing recycled fabrics with the Nano Earth Dye technique. 

The use of this Earth Dye is a sustainable dying technique that we started using in our SS24 collection 

and we will keep using for future collections. Our Earth dye process replicates the gradual fading that 

occurs in your favorite jeans over time, resulting in a beautifully weathered appearance. This creates 

a unique washed-off denim look that refers to the timeless allure of indigo. The result? A one-of-a-

kind collection that honors tradition and our rich heritage while keeping up with today’s trends. 

2025 Collection theme
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With the new Circular Jersey we are stepping up in our 
sustainable jersey. It is a very versatile cycling shirt, made 
with the lowest possible impact on the environment. This 
jersey is not only made from high quality recycled fabrics, it 
is fully recyclable itself as well. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Mono-material jersey, completely recyclable
• Zipperless design
• Lightweight comfort jersey
• 3 clean finished pockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Circular Jersey SS 
Breakaway Men

  

Breakaway

45332200-044 Denim Blue € 140    DKK 1049 Discover the true colors of sustainability with this unique 
undyed 100% Merino cycling jersey. A very sustainable 
and stylish choice for every cyclist that dares to make a 
difference. It is white, but greener than ever. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: 100% Merino Wool
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Zipper chin protector and shorts protector
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper
• Silicone gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Undyed Merino 
Jersey SS Breakaway 
Men

  

Breakaway

45328200-036 Highland Green € 150    DKK 1149

In the new Breakaway collection we have given a 
sustainable twist to the denim fabric. This also applies to 
the new Classic Jersey. A shirt that is dyed in a natural and 
sustainable way, made from recycled fabrics, resulting in a 
unique design. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: Polyester Lycra mix, dries rapidly, breathable 
and form-fitting

• Laser-finished lycra sleeve
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protector
• Silicone gripper
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Classic Jersey SS 
Breakaway Men

  

Breakaway

45332000-044 Denim Blue

45332000-045 Blue Sky

€ 120    DKK 899

€ 120    DKK 899
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Complete your outfit and ride with the Wind Body 
Breakaway. Our most durable wind and rain protector for 
cycling. Characterized by the ‘white’ undyed and denim 
looks. The PFAS-free water-repellent coating keeps you 
dry in unpredictable weather. Made to make a difference 
in every way.

Size: S - XXXL

• Made from undyed fabrics, significantly reducing 
environmental impact during production

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure.
• Windproof and water-repellent.
• With 3 back pockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Wind Body Breakaway 
Men

  

Breakaway

45328300-027 Undyed

45332500-044 Denim Blue

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199

In the Breakaway collection we have given a sustainable 
twist to the denim fabric by using the Nano Earth Dye 
method. Together with the ‘white’ undyed style, these are 
our most sustainable bibshorts. Made for those who dare to 
make a difference. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Made from undyed fabrics which significantly reduces 
the environmental impact during production

• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Comfort elastic bibs

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Bibshort Breakaway 
Men

  

Breakaway

45332301-027 Undyed

45332401-044 Denim Blue

45332401-045 Blue Sky

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149
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With the new Circular Jersey we are stepping up in our 
sustainable jersey. It is a very versatile cycling shirt, made 
with the lowest possible impact on the environment. This 
jersey is not only made from high quality recycled fabrics, it 
is fully recyclable itself as well.  

Size: XS - XXL

• Mono-material jersey, completely recyclable
• Ziperless design
• Lightweight comfort jersey

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Circular Jersey SS 
Breakaway Women

  

Breakaway

45332800-044 Denim Blue € 140    DKK 1049 Discover the true colors of sustainability with this unique 
undyed 100% Merino cycling jersey. A very sustainable 
and stylish choice for every cyclist that dares to make a 
difference. It is white, but greener than ever. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Merino Wool
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Zipper chin protector and shorts protector
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper
• Silicone gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Undyed Merino 
Jersey SS Breakaway 
Women

  

Breakaway

45328500-027 Undyed € 150    DKK 1149 With the Bibshorts from the new Breakaway collection, we 
have taken an extra step in the field of sustainability. A bib 
short that makes a difference in every way. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Polyester Lycra mix, dries rapidly, breathable 
and form-fitting

• Laser-finished lycra sleeve
• Full YKK zipper with camlock closure
• Inner placket with integrated chin protector
• Silicone gripper
• 3 clean finished pockets + 1 waterproof pocket with 

hidden zipper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Classic Jersey SS 
Breakaway Women

  

Breakaway

45332600-044 Denim Blue

45332600-045 Blue Sky

€ 120    DKK 899

€ 120    DKK 899
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In the Breakaway collection we have given a sustainable 
twist to the denim fabric by using the Nano Earth Dye 
method. Together with the ‘white’ undyed style, these are 
our most sustainable bibshorts. Made for those who dare to 
make a difference. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Made from undyed fabrics which significantly reduces 
the environmental impact during production

• Laser cut legs with integrated silicon gripper
• Comfort elastic bibs

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Bibshort Breakaway 
Women

  

Breakaway

45332901-027 Undyed

45333001-044 Denim Blue

45333001-045 Blue Sky

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149

Perfect temperature regulation starts with layers. Layering 
starts with this seamless, sleeveless baselayer. Thanks to 
the Polygiene treatment your baselayer will stay fresh and 
odor free for longer. Ideal for an spring, fall or summer ride. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Polyamide, Polypropylene and Elastane
• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment against 

smell causing bacteria
• Seamless technology for optimum wearing comfort
• Thermo-regulating, breathable and fast-drying
• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 

ventilation
• Optimalized bike specific fit

 
 
 
 

Everyday Base Layer 
Sleeveless

  

473132 White

473133 Black

47314800-011 Army Green

€ 30    DKK 219

€ 30    DKK 219

€ 30    DKK 219

Complete your outfit and ride with the Wind Body 
Breakaway. Our most durable wind and rain protector for 
cycling. Characterized by the ‘white’ undyed and denim 
looks. The PFAS-free water-repellent coating keeps you 
dry in unpredictable weather. Made to make a difference 
in every way. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Made from undyed fabrics, significantly reducing 
environmental impact during production.

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure.
• Windproof and water-repellent.

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Wind Body Breakaway 
Women

  

Breakaway

45328600-027 Undyed

45333100-044 Denim Blue

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199
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Perfect temperature regulation starts with layers. Layering 
starts with this short sleeve baselayer. Thanks to the 
Polygiene treatment your baselayer will stay fresh and odor 
free for longer. Ideal for an spring, fall or summer ride. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Polyamide, Polypropylene and Elastane
• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment against 

smell causing bacteria
• Seamless technology for optimum wearing comfort
• Thermo-regulating, breathable and fast-drying
• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 

ventilation
• Optimalized bike specific fit

 
 
 
 

Everyday Base Layer 
SS

  

473130 White

473131 Black

47313107_011_main_01.jpg

€ 35    DKK 259

€ 35    DKK 259

€ 35    DKK 259

Perfect temperature regulation starts with layers. Layering 
starts with this long sleeve baselayer. Thanks to the 
Polygiene treatment your baselayer will stay fresh and odor 
free for longer. Ideal for an spring, fall or summer ride. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Polyamide, Polypropylene and Elastane
• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment against 

smell causing bacteria
• Seamless technology for optimum wearing comfort
• Thermo-regulating, breathable and fast-drying
• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 

ventilation
• Optimalized bike specific fit

 
 
 
 

Everyday Base Layer 
LS

  

473134 White

473135 Black

47314900-011 Army Green

€ 40    DKK 299

€ 40    DKK 299

€ 40    DKK 299

Whether it’s hot or cold outside, you can regulate your 
body temperature with the right baselayer. This sleeveless 
Summerday Seamless Thermo shirt is specifically made to 
keep your body cool and dry on those warm moments. It is 
extremely breathable. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Lightweight Polypropylene/Polyester Blend
• Stay dry and cool in hot conditions
• Seamless construction for a perfect fit
• Permanent Polygiene Stay Fresh odoor control
• Permanent Polygiene to Stay Fresh. Treatment 

combats unpleasant odors.

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Summerday Seamless 
Base Layer Sleeveless

  

45325100-000 Black

45325100-001 White

€ 40    DKK 299

€ 40    DKK 299

Whether it’s hot or cold outside, you can regulate your body 
temperature with the right baselayer. The Summerday 
Thermo Shirt with short sleeves is specifically made to 
keep your body cool and dry on those warm moments. It is 
extremely breathable. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Lightweight Polypropylene/Polyester Blend
• Stay dry and cool in hot conditions
• Seamless construction for a perfect fit
• Permanent Polygiene Stay Fresh odoor control
• Permanent Polygiene to Stay Fresh. Treatment 

combats unpleasant odors.

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Summerday Seamless 
Base Layer SS

  

45310000-000 Black

45310000-001 White

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 45    DKK 349
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Do you exercise in hot weather? Then make sure you have 
good underwear that regulates your body temperature. This 
Seamless Sports Bra does its job perfectly. You stay dry and 
comfortable. It breathes to the max. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Leightweight Polypropylene/Polyester mix
• Seamless construction for perfect fit
• Permanent Polygiene Stay Fresh odoor control
• Mesh ventilation

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Seamless Sportsbra 
Women

  

45322000-000 Black

45322000-001 White

€ 50    DKK 399

€ 50    DKK 399

Whatever physical activity you choose, the Seamless 
Summer Day Sports Bra gives extra comfort and support. 
This bra’s innovations particularly come into their own on 
warmer days. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: Leightweight Polypropylene/Polyester mix
• More ventilation
• Permanent Polygiene Stay Fresh odor control
• Developed with Team Jumbo Visma

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Seamless Summerday 
Sportsbra Women

  

47322600-000 Black

47322600-001 White

€ 50    DKK 399

€ 50    DKK 399

The natural properties of merino wool, such as fast-drying, 
breathable and temperature regulating, mean this material 
is the best choice for our base layer with long sleeves. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 35% Merino, 35% Polyester, 28% Polyamide 
and 2% Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment against 
smell causing bacteria

• Seamless technology for optimum wearing comfort
• Thermo-regulating, breathable and fast-drying
• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 

ventilation
• Optimalized bike specific fit

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Winterday Merino 
Base Layer LS 
Winterday

  

winterday

47315000-009 Antracite € 65    DKK 499
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Layering starts with this longsleeve base layer. The Merino 
wool keeps you warm and breathes well, just as the wind 
block fabric on the chest. The Polygiene treatment and 
added ventilation under your armpit keeps you fresh and 
odour free for longer. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 35% Merino, 35% Polyester, 28% Polyamide, 
2% Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment against 
smell causing bacteria

• Thermo-regulating, breathable and quick-drying
• Optimalized bike specific fit

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Winterday Wind 
Breaker Base Layer 
LS

  

winterday

47314600-000 Black € 60    DKK 449 These Cycling Underpants Essential are the secret weapon 
for commuting and for cyclists who don’t want to look too 
much like a road warrior cyclist during a bike ride. 

Size: S - XXXL

These Cycling Underpants Essential are the secret weapon 
for commuting and for cyclists who don’t want to look too 
much like a road warrior cyclist during a bike ride. 

Size: XS - XXL

Undershort Men Undershort Women

47322501-000 Black 

47322501-001 White  

47322401-000 Black 

47322401-001 White

€ 45   DKK 349

€ 45   DKK 349

€ 45   DKK 349

€ 45   DKK 349

A must-have winter item for every cyclist. The natural 
properties of Merino wool, such as fast-drying, breathable 
and temperature regulating, mean this material is the best 
choice for our winter long sleeve baselayer. 

Size: XS/S - XXL

• Material: 35% Merino, 35% Polyester, 28% Polyamide 
and 2% Elastane

• Polygiene stay fresh: Permanent threatment against 
smell causing bacteria

• Seamless technology for optimum wearing comfort
• Thermo-regulating, breathable and quick-drying
• Strategically placed mesh structures for extra 

ventilation
• Optimalized bike specific fit

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Winterday Turtle Base 
Layer LS

  

45305800-009 Grey € 65    DKK 499
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The sock is part of a good cycling outfit. The right properties, such as good breathability, 
support comfort during your rides. These low cycling socks are designed for cycling 
shoes, made to go on the road. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• 9 cm height
• Lightweight breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed

Breathable 
Insulation 

Low 2-Pack Socks Essential

  

Essential

47463000-000 Black

47463000-001 White

€ 18    DKK 139

€ 18    DKK 139

The sock is part of a good cycling outfit. The right properties, such as good 
breathability, support comfort during your rides. These mid-height socks are designed 
for cycling shoes, made to go on the road. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• 13 cm height
• Lightweight breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed

Breathable 
Insulation 

Medium 2-Pack Socks Essential 
Men

  

Essential

47463100-000 Black

47463100-001 White

€ 20    DKK 149

€ 20    DKK 149

The sock is part of a good cycling outfit. The right properties, such as good breathability, 
support comfort during your rides. These high socks are designed for cycling shoes, 
made to go on the road. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• 19 cm height
• Lightweight breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed

Breathable 
Insulation 

High 2-Pack Socks Essential

  

Essential

47463200-000 Black

47463200-001 White

€ 22    DKK 169

€ 22    DKK 169

A good sock should not only fit well and be comfortable, but also keep your foot cool and 
wick away perspiration. And that is what these Solid Cycling Socks do excellently. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• Material: Meryl Skinlife
• 22-cm height
• Lightweight, breathable and fast-drying
• Comfort footbed
• Ventilated upper
 
 
 
 

Solid Socks

474374 White

474375 Black

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

This is the fastest sock in the peloton. Created in the windtunnel for Team Jumbo-Visma 
and used over a dozen wins in the cycling seasons. A perfect combination of our High 
Summer sock with aero development. 

Size: S/M 38-42 - L/XL 43-47

• Material: Meryl Skinlife and Dimple mesh
• Silicone gripper
• Windtunnel designed and proven concept
• UCI Legal height

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Aero Socks

47461100-000 Black

47461100-001 White

€ 50   DKK 399 

€ 50   DKK 399
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Give your outfit a classic and stylish touch with the Classic 
Gloves. Made of high-quality materials that promote 
comfort while cycling. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Material: polyester Knit
• Foam padding
• Velcro clusore

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Classic Gloves

46572200-000 Black

46572200-001 White

€ 27    DKK 209

€ 27    DKK 209

The AGU Gel Gloves give you the desired cushioning during your rides. 
Enjoy more comfort on your bike and add some extra kilometers to your 
route. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• 2-mm gel padding
• Silicone print on the inside for optimum grip
• Easy pull-off system

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Gel Gloves

46572300-000 Black

46572300-001 White

€ 32    DKK 239

€ 32    DKK 239

The Super Gel Gloves have been specially developed for those who regularly cycle 
over challenging terrain or who experience palm pain while cycling. Enjoy more 
comfort on the road thanks to the 4 mm gel padding and the AX suede for more grip. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• 4-mm gel padding
• 2-part pattern with separate thumb insert
• AX Suede grip
• Terrycloth thumb

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Super Gel Gloves

46572400-000 Black

46572400-001 White

€ 37    DKK 279

€ 37    DKK 279

Strong breathability combined with a thin and light fabric make the High 
Summer Gloves the perfect gloves for the summer. Check the grip on your 
handlebars and travel safely and comfortably. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Perforated Serino palm
• Bonded cuffs
• Super Soft Suede thumb
• No padding

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

High Summer Gloves  

46572500-000 Black

46572500-001 White

€ 42    DKK 349

€ 42    DKK 349

These gloves have been specially designed for the pros of Team Visma | 
Lease a Bike and are now also available for you. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Developed in a windtunnel
• Extra long aerodynamic shape
• Without any padding

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Aero Gloves Performance

  

performance

46572100-000 Black

46572100-001 White

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449
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Nothing is more annoying than cold toes, especially during a nice autumn or winter ride. 
Give your ride extra comfort and keep your toes warm and dry with the AGU Toe covers. 

Size(s) S - XXXL

• Greensphere Recycled Material
• Material: PU-Stretch windproof and waterproof
• Kevlar reinforced nose

Are shoe covers too warm, but is the wind too cold? Toe covers are here to rescue you! 
They protect your toes from freezing in the cold wind and they are very easy to store 
when it gets too warm. Fully wind- and waterproof. 

Size: 38 - 46

• Thin Coversock for mild weather
• No zipper for a better fit
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Toe Covers Toe Covers

  

Performance
  

Performance

40341400 Black 45305700-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

45305700-000 Black  

€ 25    DKK 189 € 30    DKK 219

€ 30    DKK 219

The new AGU Raceday Shoe Covers have been improved thanks to feedback from pro 
riders. Seamless finishes and 100% wind and water protection make these covers a 
must for your cycling wardrobe. 

Size(s) S - XXXL

• Greensphere Recycled Material
• Material: PU-Stretch Fleece
• Windproof and waterproof
• Extra high: 29 cm long
• No zipper for a better fit
• Taped seams
• Reflective details

Raceday Shoe Covers

40341500 Black € 50   DKK 399

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

The new AGU Raceday Shoe Covers have been improved thanks to feedback from pro 
riders. Extra reinforcement, seamless finishes and 100% wind and water protection 
make these covers a must for your cycling wardrobe. 

Size(s) S - XXXL

• Greensphere Recycled Material
• Material: PU-Stretch Fleece
• Windproof and waterproof
• Extra high: 29 cm long
• With zipper
• Taped seams
• Reflective details

Raceday Zip Shoe Covers

40341600 Black € 55   DKK 449

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Nothing as annoying as wet and cold feet during your bike ride. Be prepared and keep 
your feet dry and warm with the new AGU Rainproof overshoe. 

Size(s) S - XXXL

• Greensphere Recycled Material
• Material: PU-Stretch Fleece
• Windproof and waterproof
• No zipper for a better fit
• Taped seams
• Reflective details
• Velcro Closure at the base of the shoe cover

Rainproof Shoe Covers

40341700 Black € 50    DKK 399

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 
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Is the start of the day chilly, but does it warm up quickly? 
Arm warmers are your go-to piece of kit. They will keep your 
body warm and are easy to store in your jersey pockets or 
in a bag.

Size: S - XXL

• Silicone gripper
• Essential item for every cyclist

Arm Warmers
  

474120 Black € 35   DKK 259

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Is the start of the day chilly, but does it warm up quickly? 
Arm warmers are your go-to piece of kit. They will keep your 
body warm and are easy to store in your jersey pockets or 
in a bag.

Size: S - XXL

• DWR water-repellent
• Preformd
• Silicone gripper
• Comfortable elastic band
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma arm warmers

Is it still chilly in the morning, but you know that it will soon 
be getting warmer? Then start with the Summer Arm 
warmers on. As soon as the temperature rises, take them 
off and store them compactly in the back pocket of your 
cycling jersey.

Size: XS - XXXL

• Material: 210g Power Lycra (20% EA)
• Silicone gripper
• Coldblack treatment reduces heat absorbtion

Arm Warmers DWR Summer Arm 
Warmers

    

474800 Black 47481000-000 black€ 40   DKK 349 € 30    DKK 229

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Breathable 
Insulation 
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Knee warmers are perfect when the temperature is low, 
but not yet so cold to wear a bibtight. The perfect solution 
when leg warmers are too warm or restricting wearing shoe 
covers. These are the exact knee warmers Team Jumbo-
Visma riders wear. 

Size: S - XXL

• Silicone gripper
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma knee warmers

Knee Warmers

47461700-000 Black € 40   DKK 349 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Is the start of the day chilly, but does it warm up quickly? 
Leg warmers are your go-to piece of kit. They will keep your 
body warm and are easy to store in your jersey pockets or 
in a bag. 

Size: S - XXL

• Silicone grippers
• Unisex model

Is the start of the day chilly, but does it warm up quickly? 
Leg warmers are your go-to piece. They will keep your body 
warm and are easy to store in your jersey pockets or in a 
bag. Thanks to the DWR-coating a short spell of rain is no 
problem. 

Size: S - XXL

• DWR water-repellent
• Preformed
• Silicone gripper
• Comfort elastic band
• Official Team Jumbo-Visma leg warmers

Leg Warmers Leg Warmers DWR

474121 Black 474801 Black€ 45   DKK 349 € 50   DKK 399

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Keep your legs comfortably warm on days that are just too 
cold to ride in shorts. How? With the Summer Leg warmers. 
When the temperature rises, you can quickly take them 
off and stow them away in the back pocket of your cycling 
jersey. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Material: 210g Power Lycra (20% EA)
• Silicone gripper
• Coldblack treatment reduces heat absorbtion

Summer Leg
Warmers

47481200-000 black € 40    DKK 299

Breathable 
Insulation 
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Improve your field of vision and anticipate time so you can continue driving 
safely at a consistent pace. 

Size: One Size

• Smoke lens protects the eyes against UV-rays
• Comes with storage pouch
• UV400 HD II Lens for maximum clearity

Core Glasses

40522800-007 grey € 50    DKK 399

The Glory with bronze lens is made for the performance cyclist. The high-
quality bronze lens and the anti-fog + hydro coating make these glasses 
very suitable for days with less bright (sun) light or rides often under the 
trees. 

Size: One Size

• Bronze lens enhances contrast and vision on the road
• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking to the lens
• With vented lenses
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Glory Glasses

40522900-007 grey € 110    DKK 849

The red lens has been developed specially for the performance cyclist who 
loves speed on the road. Improve your vision and anticipate in time so you 
can continue riding your bike safely and at a consistent pace. 

Size: One Size

• Red lens enhances contrast and vision on the road
• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking to the lens
• With vented lenses
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Bold 2.0 Glasses

40523000-000 black

40523100-001 white

€ 90    DKK 699

€ 90    DKK 699

The Bold 2.0 with bronze lens is made for the adventurous cyclist. On 
days with less bright (sun)light or when riding often under trees, this lens 
improves your vision and contrast. 

Size: One Size

• Brown lens enhances contrast and vision in an urban environment
• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking to the lens
• With vented lenses
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Bold 2.0 Glasses

40523300-001 white € 90    DKK 699
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With the new frame of the Dynamic you can change a lens 
in just a few seconds. The high-quality bronze lens is very 
suitable for days with less bright (sun)light. It improves your 
vision and contrast on the road. 

Size: One Size

• Bronze lens enhances contrast and vision on the trails
• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all 

circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking 

to the lens
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Dynamic Glasses

40523400-007 grey € 120    DKK 899

The new Dynamic has been developed for the performance 
cyclist. The high-quality blue HDII lens sharpens your 
vision by filtering bright light and protecting your eyes. And 
changing a lens is very easy thanks to the new frame. 

Size: One Size

• Blue HDII lens enhances contrast and vision on the 
road

• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all 

circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking 

to the lens
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Dynamic Glasses

40523500-000 black € 120    DKK 899

The Sweep with blue lens is made for the performance 
rider. The high-quality blue HDII lens sharpens your vision 
on sunny days by filtering the light and protecting your eyes. 
This way you can anticipate well and maintain a constant 
pace. 

Size: One Size

• Blue HDII lens enhances contrast and vision on the 
road

• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all 

circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking 

to the lens
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Sweep Glasses

40523700-001 white € 140    DKK 1049

The Sweep with blue lens is for the performance rider. The 
high-quality blue HDII lens sharpens your vision on sunny 
days by filtering the light and protecting your eyes. This way 
you can anticipate well and maintain a constant pace. 

Size: One Size

• Blue HDII lens enhances contrast and vision on the 
road

• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all 

circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking 

to the lens
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Sweep Glasses

40523600-000 black € 140    DKK 1049

Through the forest or on gravel paths, the Sweep with green 
lens is perfect for the adventurous cyclist. This lens comes 
into its own on both a sunny and cloudy day. It brightens 
shadows and adds contrast in bright lighting conditions. 

Size: One Size

• Green HDII lens enhances contrast and vision on the 
trails

• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all 

circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking 

to the lens
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Sweep Glasses

40523800-007 grey € 160    DKK 1199
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The new Magnetic Switch with blue HDII lens is made for 
the performance cyclist. On sunny days, the lens sharpens 
your vision by filtering bright light and protecting your eyes. 
This way you can anticipate well and maintain a constant 
pace. 

Size: One Size

• Blue HDII lens enhances contrast and vision on the 
road

• Protects the eyes against harmful UV-rays
• Anti-fog coating ensures clear vision in all 

circumstances
• Hydrophobic coating prevents rain drops from sticking 

to the lens
• Comes with transparant and yellow lenses
• Comes with storage pouch and protective case

Magnetic Switch 
Glasses

40524000-000 black

40524100-001 white

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149

Do you want the best possible eyesight? Then the Verve 
HD II is an excellent choice. These glasses were developed 
together with Team Jumbo-Visma. You can choose to ride 
with or without a frame. The glasses are suitable for all 
weather types. 

Size: One Size

• Material: Grilamid TR90
• UV400 HD II Lens for maximum clearity
• Lenses with Anti-Fog and Hydrophobic treatment
• Including Clear and Pro Yellow lenses
• Removable lens frame for optional frameless/full 

frame use
• Anti-allergenic nosepads and temples

Verve HDII Glasses
40514600-000 black

40514600-001 white

40514600-002 yellow

40514600-010 crystal

40514600-500 black_yellow

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149
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The Attivo proves that a good and safe helmet does not 
have to be expensive. Thanks to the Direct-Dial system you 
can easily adjust the helmet to your own head size. Cycling 
bike or mountain bike, the Attivo is for all-round cycling 
adventures. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• In-mould helmet
• With 18 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Made from recycled materials

Attivo Helmet
  

47107900-000 Black

47107900-001 White

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

The Sleek helmet is a safe, stylish and sporty helmet for 
an affordable price. Thanks to the Direct-Dial system, the 
helmet fits well on your head. Whether you choose a road 
bike or mountain bike, the Sleek is there for every cycling 
adventure. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• In-mould helmet
• With 10 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Made from recycled materials

Sleek Helmet

47108000-000 Black

47108000-001 White

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

The new Glide helmet is made for fast and sporty road rides. 
The optimal ventilation in this helmet ensures good cooling 
during your efforts and the fast design promotes your 
aerodynamics on the bike. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• In-mould helmet
• With 21 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Made from recycled materials

Glide Helmet

47108100-000 Black

47108100-001 White

€ 85    DKK 649

€ 85    DKK 649
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The new Wave helmet is for avid cyclists. For those who 
travel on the road at higher speeds. The innovative MIPS 
system is then not an unnecessary luxury but rather a 
must. Choose strong protection, comfort and optimal 
aerodynamics. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• In-mould helmet
• With 11 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS)
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Made from recycled materials

Wave Helmet

47108203-000 Black

47108203-001 White

€ 120    DKK 899

€ 120    DKK 899

Are you looking for an extremely aerodynamic helmet 
that also excels in terms of ventilation? With the Subsonic 
MIPS AGU has an absolute champion in its range. It 
was developed in close cooperation with the Technical 
University of Eindhoven. 

Size: S - L

• Windtunnel proven design
• Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS)
• Airflow design for optimal ventilation
• Lightweight double in-mould helmet
• Direct dial system
• Y-buckles and straps
• Weight 260 gram
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

Subsonic Helmet 
MIPS

47106003-000 Black

47106003-001 White

€ 220    DKK 1649

€ 220    DKK 1649

If you prefer speed, you need an aerodynamic helmet. With 
the Transsonic MIPS, AGU has an absolute top helmet. 
It was developed in close cooperation with the Technical 
University of Eindhoven. There is no lack of innovations. 

Size: S - L

• Windtunnel proven aerodynamic design
• Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS)
• Airflow design for optimal ventilation
• Lightweight double in-mould helmet
• Direct dial system
• Y-buckles and straps
• Weight 280 gram
• Complies with the EN1078 standard

Transsonic Helmet 
MIPS

47106103-000 black

47106103-001 white

€ 220    DKK 1649

€ 220    DKK 1649
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The Urban Essential is an affordable helmet that allows 
you to ride your bike safely. The helmet is made from 100% 
recycled materials and thanks to the Direct-Dial system, the 
helmet can easily be adjusted to your own head size. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• With 18 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• With mesh bug net in the vents
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Made from recycled materials

Urban Essential 
Helmet

47107400-000 Black

47107400-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

The Cit-E is here to ride your bike safely and comfortably. 
With a sleek design, available in two different colors, we give 
safety a stylish character. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• With 13 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• Equipped with removable LED rear light
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Equipped with visor
• Made from recycled materials

Cit-E Helmet

47107500-000 Black

47107500-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

The Cit-E Plus is here to ride your bike safely and 
comfortably. With a sleek design, available in two different 
colors, we give safety a stylish character. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• With 13 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• With face shield to protect your eyes against the wind
• Equipped with removable LED rear light
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Made from recycled materials

Cit-E Plus Helmet

47107600-000 Black

47107600-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

€ 90    DKK 699

€ 90    DKK 699
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On bicycles that go faster and faster and in cities that 
continue to grow and become busier, safety requires extra 
attention. With the Civick you respond to that safety and 
travel with more comfort. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• In-mould helmet
• With 16 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• Equipped with removable LED rear light
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Made from recycled materials

Civick Helmet

47107700-000 Black

47107700-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

The AGU Urban Pedalec helmet has been specially 
developed for speeds up to 45 km/h. The helmet meets all 
safety requirements and has a stylish design, suitable for 
every speed pedal and e-bike. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• In-mould helmet
• Especially for Speed Pedelec electric bicycles
• Direct-dial system
• Equipped with visor
• Weight 315 gram
• Complies with the EN1078 standard and NTA-8776 

standard

Urban Pedelec 
Helmet

  

471017 Black

471042 Yellow

471041 Blue

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

The AGU Commuter Pedelec helmet is our best choice for 
speed pedalec riders. Are you the Commuter who chooses 
a sustainable, fast and sporty mode of transport? With 
safety, quality and style of paramount importance? This 
helmet is the one for you. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• In-mould helmet
• With 10 ventilation openings for optimum comfort
• With stowable and removeable face shield to protect 

your eyes against the wind
• Direct-dial system for easy one-handed adjustment
• Made from recycled materials

Commuter Pedelec 
Helmet

47107800-000 Black € 200    DKK 1499
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Long summer evenings are perfect to get the day off your chest, with a cool 
summer breeze at your back and the sun setting slowly but surely. When 
you reach the top of a climb and see the sun sinking behind the mountains. 
As the day gives way to dusk, we ready ourselves for the embrace of night, 
finding a moment of peace. Cruising on your gravel bike through the forest 
or the dunes, with the sky coloring a little more orange with every pedal 
stroke. Embracing the spirit of the adventurous cyclist, inspired by the 
freedom of untamed exploration. 

With a carefully curated color palette of warm oranges that capture the remarkable summer sunsets, earthy 

tones that evoke tranquility and deep blues that bring a sense of serenity and reflect endless horizons. The 

new products combine style, functionality and sustainability.  With an imagination-inspiring color palette, we 

capture the wonder of every sunset and challenge you to complete your Summer of a 100 Sunsets.

2025 Collection theme
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The optimal freedom of movement thanks to the ultimate 
4-Way Stretch fabric comes into its own during your gravel 
rides. A shirt in which we combine comfort, quality and 
style. Made for all your adventures on your gravel bike. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• With chin protector
• 3 clean finished back pockets
• 1 additional mesh back pocket
• 1 hidden waterproof back pocket
• 1 additional mesh chest pocket

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Gravel Jersey SS 
Venture Men

  

venture

49309200-047 Red Stone

49309200-048 Ginger

49309200-049 Stone Moss

€ 110    DKK 849 The new Gravel Bibshort has been developed especially for 
your rides over bumpy terrain. The optimal protection in the 
chamois provides more comfort during your gravel rides. 
From gravel routes to bikepacking, these pants are made for 
the adventurers 

Size: S - XXXL

• Easy access mesh side pockets
• Comfortable elastic bibs
• 75mm elastic cuffs

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Gravel Bibshort 
Venture Men

  

venture

49310101-000 Black

49310101-543 Armagnac

49310101-560 Forest Green

49310101-590 Rose Brown

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

The optimal freedom of movement thanks to the ultimate 
4-Way Stretch fabric comes into its own during your gravel 
rides. A jersey in which we combine comfort, quality and 
style. Made for all your adventures on your gravel bike. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Full YKK Vislon zipper with camlock closure
• With chin protector
• 3 clean finished back pockets
• 1 additional mesh back pocket
• 1 hidden waterproof back pocket
• 1 additional mesh chest pocket

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Gravel Jersey SS 
Venture Women

  

venture

49310200-047 Red Stone

49310200-048 Ginger

49310200-049 Stone Moss

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

The new Gravel Bibshort has been developed especially for 
your rides over bumpy terrain. The optimal protection in the 
chamois provides more comfort during your gravel rides. 
From gravel routes to bikepacking, these pants are made for 
the adventurers 

Size: XS - XXL

• Easy access mesh side pockets
• Comfortable elastic bibs
• 75mm elastic cuffs

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Gravel Bibshort 
Venture Women

  

venture

49310701-000 Black

49310701-543 Armagnac

49310701-560 Forest Green

49310701-590 Rose Brown

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849
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The Essential MTB shirt is designed for mountain bikers. 
Good freedom of movement and the right details ensure 
that you travel comfortably and stylishly. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Unisex fit
• Anti-abbrasive shoulders for backpack protection
• Breathable mesh back panel

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Essential MTB Jersey 
SS Venture

  

venture

49309300-020 Elephant Grey

49309300-543 Armagnac

49309300-588 Azure Blue

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

The Performance MTB Jersey is made to support your 
efforts on the mountain bike. Strong fabrics, good 
breathability and smart techniques make this shirt a must 
for the adventurous cyclist. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Unisex fit
• Anti-abbrasive shoulders for backpack protection
• Breathable mesh back panel
• Bonded cuffs and collar

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Performance MTB 
Jersey SS Venture

  

venture

49309400-020 elephant_grey

49309400-543 armagnac

49309400-589 orange_rust

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

The Essential MTB Longsleeve is designed for mountain 
bikers. Good freedom of movement and the right details 
ensure that you travel comfortably and stylishly. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Unisex fit
• Anti-abbrasive shoulders for backpack protection
• Breathable mesh back panel

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Essential MTB Jersey 
LS Venture

  

venture

49309500-560 Forest Green

49309500-588 Azure Blue

49309500-888 Fluid Rainbow

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

The Performance MTB Jersey LS is made to support 
your efforts on the mountain bike. Strong fabrics, good 
breathability and smart techniques make this long sleeve 
shirt a must for the adventurous cyclist. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Unisex fit
• Anti-abbrasive shoulders for backpack protection
• Breathable mesh back panel
• Bonded cuffs and collar

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Performance MTB 
Jersey LS Venture

  

venture

49309600-020 Elephant Grey

49309600-543 Armagnac

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599
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The Essential MTB Short is an affordable, good and 
comfortable cycling short that is made for mountain biking. 
The fabric is resistant to dirt and splashing water, which is 
ideal if you regularly cycle over rough terrain. 

Size: S - XXXL

• With comfortabele elastic waistband
• Two side pockets with YKK Vislon zipper
• With reflective details
• To be used with Liner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Essential MTB Short 
Venture Men

  

venture

49309702-000 Black

49309702-560 Forest Green

€ 90    DKK 699

€ 90    DKK 699

The Essential MTB Pants are affordable, good and 
comfortable cycling pants that are made for mountain 
biking. The fabric is resistant to dirt and splashing water, 
which is ideal if you regularly cycle over rough terrain. 

Size: S - XXXL

• With comfortabele elastic waistband
• Two side pockets with YKK Vislon zipper
• Pre-shaped tapered legs
• With reflective details
• To be used with Liner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Essential MTB Pants 
Venture Men

  

venture

49309902-000 Black

49309902-560 Forest Green

€ 120    DKK 899

€ 120    DKK 899

The Performance MTB Short is made to support your 
efforts on the mountain bike. Strong fabrics, a water-
repellent function and smart techniques make these pants a 
must for the adventurous cyclist. 

Size: S - XXXL

• With comfortabele elastic waistband
• Two side pockets with YKK Vislon zipper
• With laser cut ventilation holes
• With reflective details
• To be used with Liner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Performance MTB 
Short Venture Men

  

venture

49309802-037 Dark Elephant Grey

49309802-588 Azure Blue

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

The Performance MTB Pants are made to support your 
efforts on the mountain bike. Strong fabrics, a water-
repellent function and smart techniques make these pants a 
must for the adventurous cyclist. 

Size: S - XXXL

• With comfortabele elastic waistband
• Two side pockets with YKK Vislon zipper
• With laser cut ventilation holes
• Pre-shaped tapered legs
• With reflective details
• To be used with Liner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Performance MTB 
Pants Venture Men

  

venture

49310002-037 Dark Elephant Grey

49310002-588 Azure Blue

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199
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The Essential MTB Short is an affordable, good and 
comfortable cycling short that is made for mountain biking. 
The fabric is resistant to dirt and splashing water, which is 
ideal if you regularly cycle over rough terrain. 

Size: XS - XXL

• With comfortabele elastic waistband
• Two side pockets with YKK Vislon zipper
• With reflective details
• To be used with Liner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Essential MTB Short 
Venture Women

  

venture

49310302-000 Black

49310302-560 Forest Green

€ 90    DKK 699

€ 90    DKK 699

The Essential MTB Pants are affordable, good and 
comfortable cycling pants that are made for mountain 
biking. The fabric is resistant to dirt and splashing water, 
which is ideal if you regularly cycle over rough terrain. 

Size: XS - XXL

• With comfortabele elastic waistband
• Two side pockets with YKK Vislon zipper
• Pre-shaped tapered legs
• With reflective details
• To be used with Liner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Essential MTB Pants 
Venture Women

  

venture

49310502-000 Black

49310502-560 Forest Green

€ 120    DKK 899

€ 120    DKK 899

The Performance MTB Short is made to support your 
efforts on the mountain bike. Strong fabrics, a water-
repellent function and smart techniques make these pants a 
must for the adventurous cyclist. 

Size: XS - XXL

• With comfortabele elastic waistband
• Two side pockets with YKK Vislon zipper
• With laser cut ventilation holes
• With reflective details
• To be used with Liner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Performance MTB 
Short Venture Women

  

venture

49310402-037 Dark Elephant Grey

49310402-588 Azure Blue

€ 130    DKK 999

€ 130    DKK 999

The Performance MTB Pants are made to support your 
efforts on the mountain bike. Strong fabrics, a water-
repellent function and smart techniques make these pants a 
must for the adventurous cyclist. 

Size: XS - XXL

• With comfortabele elastic waistband
• Two side pockets with YKK Vislon zipper
• With laser cut ventilation holes
• Pre-shaped tapered legs
• With reflective details
• To be used with Liner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Performance MTB 
Pants Venture Women

  

venture

49310602-037 Dark Elephant Grey

49310602-588 Azure Blue

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199
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From rough forest paths and gravel roads to sandy beaches. 
Add more comfort to every MTB ride with undershorts and 
enjoy your cycling adventure to the full. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Highly breathable mesh short
• Flatlock seams
• MTB specific RED 120 pad
• 65 mm. Laser finished silicon gripper

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

MTB Liner Short 
Venture Women

  

venture

45105001-000 Black € 65    DKK 499 If you like adventure, don’t let a little rain stop you, but dress 
appropriately for the weather. In the new Compact rain 
jacket you will be dry and warm on the road. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation on the back
• 1 Backpocket
• Integrated pouch in backpocket

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Compact Rain Jacket 
Venture

  

venture

49301400-011 Army Green

49301400-543 Armagnac

€ 160    DKK 1199

€ 160    DKK 1199

When you’re coming in hot on a trail, both the grip on the 
middle and index fingers and the ventilation ensures you to 
keep your cool. Access your phone easily and share your 
adventures via the touchscreen compatible thumb and 
index finger. 

Size: XS - XXXL

• Comfortable fit
• Mesh structure on the back of the hand for ventilation
• Silicone gripper on the index and middle fingers
• Touchscreen fingertips on the thumb and index finger

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Gloves Venture

  

venture

44315900-000 Black € 40    DKK 299
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Rainwear
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Thanks to the very high quality fabric – our standard for 
durable rain jacket – the unisex Passat is suitable for severe 
weather conditions. It is water and windproof and ventilates. 
Perfect for when you cycle anywhere while it rains. 

Size: XXS - XXXL

• Reflective prints
• Inner chest pocket
• Packable in left front pocket
• Adjustable hood
• Double front placket with rain gutter
• Adjustable hem drawcord

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Passat Rain Jacket 
Essential

  

Essential

43441000-000 Black 

43441000-002 Neon Yellow   

43441000-008 Blue  

€ 55    DKK 449 

€ 55    DKK 449 

€ 55    DKK 449

Thanks to the very high quality fabric – our standard for 
durable rain pants – the unisex Passat is suitable for severe 
weather conditions. It is water and windproof and ventilates. 
Perfect for when you cycle anywhere while it rains. 

Size: XXS - XXXL 

• Material: 100% Polyester
• Unisex fit
• Wind- and waterproof
• Elastic waistband
• Reflective print
• Adjustable trouser leg using press buttons
• Fully taped seams

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Passat Rain Pants 
Essential

  

Essential

43450400 Black € 50    DKK 399

Thanks to the very high quality fabric – our standard for 
durable rain suits – the unisex Passat is suitable for severe 
weather conditions. It is water and windproof and ventilates. 
Perfect for when you cycle anywhere while it rains. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Polyester
• 1 zipped chest pocket (to use as pouch to carry the 

jacket)
• Reflective prints and piping
• Fixed adjustable hood
• Placket with storm flap behind front zipper
• Adjustable cuffs with Velcro
• Ventilation across the entire width of the back
• Loop at the back for attaching a light

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Passat Rain Suit 
Essential

  

Essential

432076 Black 

432079 Neon Yellow  

432077 Blue  

€ 95    DKK 749 

€ 95    DKK 749 

€ 95    DKK 749
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Highly functional and versatile, our GO rain suit offers 
lightweight waterproofing at an attractive price. The 
noiseless, matt fabric is well at home in any urban 
environment on and off the bike. 

Size: S - XXL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester
• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 5.000
• Reflective details
• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable hood fold-away in collar
• 2 Zippered handpockets
• Added GO pouch for easy carrying
• Elasticated cuffs and adjustable bottom hem on the 

pants

Highly functional and versatile, our GO jacket offers 
lightweight waterproofing at an attractive price. The 
noiseless, matt fabric is well at home in any urban 
environment on and off the bike. 

Size: S - XXXL 

• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• Reflective details
• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable fold-away hood
• 2 Zippered handpockets
• Added GO pouch for easy carrying

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

GO Rain Suit Essential

GO Rain Jacket 
Essential

  

Essential

  

Essential

43460300-000 Black 

43460300-002 Neon Yellow   

43460300-008 Blue   

43460300-011 Army Green 

43460300-026 Hi-vis Red

43440000-000 Black 

43440100-002 Neon Yellow   

43440200-008 Blue   

43440300-011 Army Green   

43440400-018 Red

€ 110    DKK 849 

€ 110    DKK 849 

€ 110    DKK 849 

€ 110    DKK 849 

€ 110    DKK 849 

€ 65    DKK 499 

€ 65    DKK 499 

€ 65    DKK 499 

€ 65    DKK 499 

€ 65    DKK 499

The AGU Go rain pants are characterised by their light 
weight, breathable material and excellent two-layer 
protection against wind and rain. 

Size: XS - XXL 

• Material: 100% Polyester, lightweight and noiseless 
with matte look

• Unisex fit
• Windproof, Waterproof & Breathable: Poray 5000
• Elasticated waistband
• Reflective prints
• Elasticated bottom hem, adjustable with Velcro
• Fully taped seams
• Easy to carry in the GO pouch

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

GO Rain Pants 
Essential

  

Essential

43350000-000 Black € 55    DKK 449
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Do you take your child to school by bike all year round? Then 
the GO Kids Rain Jacket Essential shouldn’t be missing in 
your wardrobe. It protects against wind and rain and makes 
your child stand out in traffic. 

Size: 110/116 - 158/164 

• Material: 100% Polyester Pongee, lightweight and 
noiseless with matte look

• Unisex fit
• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 5.000
• 2 zipped hand pockets
• Extra reflective details
• Elastic cuffs
• Rain gutter behind front zipper
• Hood adjustment with elastic, foldable inside collar

Even when it’s raining, your child can still ride the bike to 
school. This is possible thanks to the GO Parka Kids Rain 
Jacket Essential. AGU has added reflective prints to make 
your child stand out more in traffic. 

Size: 110/116 - 158/164 

• Material: 100% Polyester Pongee, lightweight and 
noiseless with matte look

• Unisex fit
• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 5.000
• 2 hand pockets with waterproof closure
• Extra reflective prints
• Elastic cuffs
• Rain gutter on front zipper
• Center front storm flap with press buttons

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

GO Kids Rain Jacket 
Essential Kids

GO Parka Kids Rain 
Jacket Essential Kids

  

Essential
  

Essential

430404 Navy Blue 

430405 Neon Yellow   

430406 Wine Red  

430407 Navy Blue 

430408 Army Green  

€ 55    DKK 449 

€ 55    DKK 449 

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 65    DKK 499 

€ 65    DKK 499 

Does your child ride the bike to school all year round? 
Sooner or later, the GO Kids Rain Pants Essential will come 
in handy. They protect against rain and have reflective prints 
for better visibility in traffic. The pants have a unisex fit. 

Size(s) 110/116 - 158/164

• Material: 100% Polyester Pongee, lightweight and 
noiseless with matte look

• Unisex fit
• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 5000
• Elasticated waistband
• Extra reflective prints
• Elasticated bottom hem
• Easy to carry in the GO pouch
• Fully taped seams

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

GO Kids Rain Pants 
Essential Kids

  

Essential

430409 Navy Blue € 40    DKK 299Quick protection against the rain is guaranteed with the 
Go Grant Rain Poncho Essential. If it starts to rain, you can 
easily put this poncho on over your clothes. Thanks to a 
few clever features, it is impossible for it to blow up during 
the ride. 

Size: One Size 

• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• Reflective details
• YKK zipper with windflap
• Adjustable hood
• Drawstring waist- and armbands prevent blow-ups
• Reflective details
• Packable pouch

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

GO Grant Rain Poncho 
Essential

  

Essential

43449001-000 Black 

43449001-002 Neon Yellow   

43449001-008 Fresh Blue   

43449001-011 Army Green   

43449001-026 Hi-vis Red

€ 70    DKK 549 

€ 70    DKK 549 

€ 70    DKK 549 

€ 70    DKK 549 

€ 70    DKK 549
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The classic in the rainwear collection. With this rain suit, you 
can get on your bike even when it’s raining and go to work 
or the supermarket. Thanks to the Poray 5.000 membrane, 
taped seams and adjustable sleeves, you stay dry. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• Reflective details
• YKK double zipper
• Adjustable hood
• Taffeta liner up to the knees
• 2 Sidepockets
• Added pouch

The classic in the rainwear collection. With this rain jacket, 
you can get on your bike even when it’s raining and go 
to work or the supermarket. Thanks to the Poray 5.000 
membrane, taped seams and adjustable sleeves, you stay 
dry. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• Compact jacket including handy stow-away pouch
• YKK double zipper
• Adjustable hood
• Reflective details
• 2 Sidepockets

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Original Rain Suit 
Essential

Original Rain Jacket 
Essential

  

Essential

  

Essential

43460000-000 Black 

43460100-016 Yellow   

43460200-017 Teal Blue   

43460000-011 Army Green  

43441100-000 Black 

43441100-016 Yellow   

43441100-017 Teal Blue

43441100-011 Army Green  

€ 135    DKK 1049

€ 135    DKK 1049

€ 135    DKK 1049

€ 135    DKK 1049

€ 75    DKK 599 

€ 75    DKK 599 

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

The classic in the rainwear collection. With this rain pants, 
you can get on your bike even when it’s raining and go 
to work or the supermarket. Thanks to the Poray 5.000 
membrane, taped seams and adjustable hem, you stay dry. 

Size: S - XXXL
• 
• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• These pants comes with a handy stow-away pouch
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Original Rain Pants 
Essential

  

Essential

43450500-000 Black 

43450500-017 Teal Blue  

43450500-011 Army Green

€ 65    DKK 499 

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499
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A nice looking, trendy and easy to use rain jacket. That is the 
Section Rain Jacket for men. You can easily beat an average 
rain shower, so you keep pedalling with a smile. AGU has 
applied some useful features that increase wearing comfort. 

Size(s) S - XXXL

• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• Adjustable hem drawcord
• Packable in left front pocket
• Reflective prints
• Double front placket with rain gutter
• Fully lined
• Taped seams

If there is a chance of rain, take the Section Rain Pants 
folded in your pocket or bag. When you feel the first drops, 
you can quickly and easily put it on for a carefree bike ride. 
The rain pants for men are windproof, waterproof and 
breathable. 

Size(s) XS - XXXL

• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• Long side zippers
• Packable in left front pocket
• Reflective prints
• Adjustable in bottom with snaps
• Elastic waistband
• Taped seams

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Section Rain Jacket II 
Essential Men

Section Rain Pants II 
Essential Men

  

Essential
  

Essential

43320000-000 Black 

43320000-004 Navy Blue  

43430000-000 Black€ 105    DKK 799 

€ 105    DKK 799

€ 85    DKK 649 • If there is a chance of rain, take the Section Rain Pants 
compact folded in your pocket or bag. When you feel 
the first drops, you can quickly and easily put it on 
for a carefree bike ride. The rain pants for women are 
windproof, waterproof and breathable. 

• Size(s) XS - XXL
• 
• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• Long side zippers
• Packable in left front pocket
• Reflective prints
• Adjustable in bottom with snaps
• Elastic waistband
• Taped seams

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Section Rain Pants II 
Essential Women

  

Essential

43450000-000 Black € 85    DKK 649
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100% waterproof bike boots, which are easy to put on. 
Adjustable on sides and backside and provided with 
reflection. Not suitable for long distance walking. 

Size(s) S - XXL

• Material: 100% Polyester
• Unisex fit
• Windproof & Waterproof
• Pull on easily over shoes
• Adjustable from top to bottom with Velcro and press 

buttons
• Reflective prints and piping
• Not suitable for long distance walking
• Fully taped seams

The AGU Quick bike boots ensure that your feet stay 
dry while cycling. Thanks to their reflective details the 
overshoes are very visible. The overshoes are 100% 
waterproof. 

Size(s) S/M - L/XL

• Material: 100% polyester
• Unisex fit
• Windproof & Waterproof
• Pull on easily over shoes
• Adjustable from top to bottom with Velcro and press 

buttons
• Reflective prints and piping
• Not suitable for long distance walking
• Fully taped seams

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Reflection short Bike 
Boots Essential

Quick Bike Boots 
Essential

  

Essential
  

Essential

400146 Black Black€ 40    DKK 299 € 35    DKK 249
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At AGU, we are deeply committed to riding bikes and to the impact that each ride has 
on us. It goes beyond the physical realm, reaching into our minds and spirits. When 
developing our SS25 collection, we decided to take a little break. It felt like pressing 
the pause button in a world that is moving faster and faster. By taking that moment, 
we realized that we all need to take a step back sometimes in order to move forward. 
And so, the ‘Reflect and Rebalance’ collection theme was born. In a world that is 
moving faster and faster, change is the only constant. 

If we talk about change, sustainability is on the top of our priority 

list. This summer we will use more recycled materials, natural 

fabrics and natural dyeing techniques. This extra step is in line 

with our commitment to a greener future. We change if it leads 

to something better. Better for us as humans and better for the 

world around us. We pedal in the right cadence to stay present 

in the moment. To us, this is what cycling is all about.

When you hop on your bike, you enter a state of flow. You leave 

everything else behind. Along the way you find peace, joy and 

connection. Connection with yourself, with nature and with 

2025 Collection theme

others. Whether commuting through city streets, speeding 

across fields, or exploring mountain trails, it brings us to the 

present. It brings us back to ourselves. It takes us into the flow 

of the ride. 

To enhance the ride for every type of cyclist, we introduce 

three exciting sub-themes: ‘Indigo Dream’, ‘Future Ride’ and ‘A 

Summer of 100 Sunsets’. They all invite you to jump on the bike 

and find your flow of the ride.
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Functional, easy and stylish. You can easily put on the new 
Longsleeve Poncho over your outfit when the weather 
requires it. The loose fit gives you the space you need while 
cycling, without the poncho flapping too much. 

Size: XS/S - XL/XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Windproof, Waterproof & Breathable: Poray 5K
• With PFAS-Free DWR coating
• With reflective details on the back, chest, and 

shoulders
• Using the spacious front zipper, the poncho is easy to 

pull over your head, even when wearing a helmet
• The poncho is finished with taped seams and features 

a front zipper covered with fabric that provides extra 
protection against wind and rain

• This item has a unisex fit and is available in various 
colors

• Loop on the back for attaching a light

Longsleeve Rain 
Poncho Urban 
Outdoor

  

Urban Outdoor

43441800-587 Dusty Lilac

43441800-594 Deep Sea Green

€ 100    DKK 649

€ 100    DKK 649

A stylish cotton look that is not reminiscent of rain pants. 
Yet these pants are completely waterproof and breathable. 
High-quality rain trousers that can be combined with the 
matching City Cruiser Jacket. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Windproof, Waterproof & Breathable: Poray 10K/5K
• With PFAS-Free DWR coating
• Thanks to the bike-specific fit, the pants also fit well in 

a cycling position
• The pants are part of the City Cruiser Rain Suit. The 

matching jacket is available separately
• At the bottom of the pant legs, there is a 30 cm long 

zipper, making it easy to put the pants on over your 
shoes

• De onderzijde van de broekspijpen zijn verstelbaar 
middels klittenband

• At the front, there are two zippers at pocket height, 
allowing easy access to the pockets of the pants 
underneath

City Cruiser Rain 
Pants Urban Outdoor

  

Urban Outdoor

43450600-608 Dark Rose Brown

43450600-624 Dark Sage

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

A stylish cotton look that is not reminiscent of a raincoat. 
Yet this jacket is completely waterproof and breathable. 
A high-quality raincoat that can be combined with the 
matching City Cruiser Pants. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Windproof, Waterproof & Breathable: Poray 10K/5K
• With PFAS-Free DWR coating
• Thanks to the cycling-specific fit with extended back 

and pre-shaped sleeves, the jacket fits well in a cycling 
position

• The jacket is part of the City Cruiser Rain Suit. The 
matching pants are available separately

• The jacket features adjustable sleeves with Velcro and 
an adjustable elastic cord at the bottom

• The back is equipped with a ventilation panel
• At the front, there are two pockets with waterproof 

zippers and two chest pockets with flaps

City Cruiser Rain 
Jacket Urban Outdoor

  

Urban Outdoor

43442000-608 Dark Rose Brown

43442000-624 Dark Sage

€ 155    DKK 899

€ 155    DKK 899

A luxurious Rain Coat, with a high-end fashion allure where 
complete freedom of movement on the bike is key. The City 
Slicker has a zipper on the lower part of the coat, to expand 
the range of movement of your legs while riding the bike. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100%DuPont Sorona Polyester
• This jacket is unisex and has an oversized fit (similar to 

our men’s size chart)
• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• YKK Vislon Slim Water Repellent lightweight zippers 

side + pockets, Vislon centerfront
• Reflective details: AGU logo + patch on backside
• Freedom of Movement: 2-way zipper centerfront and 

long side vents
• Adjustable hood and cuffs

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

City Slicker Rain 
Jacket Urban Outdoor

  

Urban Outdoor

43440600-000 black

43440600-625 Denim Blue

€ 285    DKK 2149

€ 285    DKK 2149
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The Parka rain jacket is suited for heavy rain. Thanks to the 
fashionable colour range you can look great while being 
protected from the rain. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Dull Polyester, 2.5 layer
• Long fit
• Wind- and waterproof and breathable Poray 5000
• 3 pockets, 2 front pockets, 1 inside pocket. All pockets 

close with zippers Reflective patch at back and logo 
on sleeve

• YKK zippers
• Loop at the back for attaching light
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5000
• Fixed hood, adjustable with elastic cord and stoppers

The SEQ Rain Jacket Urban Outdoor is an extremely smart 
rain jacket for women. It is characterised by its fine, tailored 
fit. You can also wear this jacket as a poncho. The SEQ is 
made of 100% polyester and is water and windproof. 

Size(s) XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Polyester with soft finish
• Mid-length fit
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable Poray 10.000
• Extendable into a poncho thanks to a simple zipper 

system
• Ventilation in the back panel
• Upper portion of zipper equipped with chin protector
• Ergonomically shaped
• Poncho equipped with hand loops

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable  
Insulation  
Windproof  
Waterproof  

Parka Rain Jacket 
Urban Outdoor 
Women

SeQ Rain Jacket 
Urban Outdoor 
Women 10K

  

Urban Outdoor
  

Urban Outdoor

43500000-000 Black

43500000-011 Army Green

43500000-027 Undyed

43401500-587 Dusty Lilac

43401600-033 Steel Blue 

43401600-597 Olive 

43401600-598 Huckleberry

€ 185    DKK 1399

€ 185    DKK 1399

€ 185    DKK 1399

€ 185    DKK 1399

€ 170    DKK 1299

€ 170    DKK 1299

€ 170    DKK 1299

With this Long Bomber Raincoat, AGU gives the extremely 
popular bomber jacket at the end of the last century a new, 
modern look. And she adds protection against rain. This 
long fit jacket is for women. 

Size: XS -XXL

• Material: 2-layer peached polyester with lining/ 
neoprene cuff and collar

• Long Fit
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable Poray 5000
• 2 zipped front pockets
• Reflective patch at back and logo on sleeve
• YKK Zippers
• Loop at the back for attaching a light
• Fixed hood, adjustable using elastic cord and stoppers

Long Bomber Rain 
Jacket Urban Outdoor 
Women

  

Urban Outdoor

430430 Black

430431 Green Pistachio

43401100-561 Cement

43401100-594 Deep Sea Green

€ 145    DKK 1099

€ 145    DKK 1099

€ 145    DKK 1099

€ 145    DKK 1099

Functional and stylish. That’s what this long rain coat for 
women is all about. Because of its extra-long, feminine 
shape it is very comfortable. Even in rainy weather you’ll 
continue riding with a smile on your face. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Dull Polyester, 2 layer with polyester 
tafetta lining

• Extra long fit
• Belt at waist
• Reflective patch at back and logo on sleeve
• YKK zippers
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable Poray 5000
• Loop at the back for attaching light

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Trench Coat Long 
Rain Jacket Urban 
Outdoor Women

  

Urban Outdoor

43500200-000 Black

43500200-011 Army Green

43500200-561 Cement

43500200-562 Green Pistachio

43500200-580 Deep Marine

€ 195    DKK 1499

€ 195    DKK 1499

€ 195    DKK 1499

€ 195    DKK 1499

€ 195    DKK 1499
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The Varsity Jacket is made for all your casual rides. Whether 
you go for a coffee in the city or hop on your bike to find 
some peace and quiet in a park. With the Varsity Jacket you 
ride your bike comfortably with a sporty look. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Windproof, Waterproof & Breathable: Poray 10K/5K
• With PFAS-Free DWR coating
• The bike-specific fit with extended back and pre-

shaped sleeves provides extra comfort during cycling
• Equipped with a detachable hood that can be attached 

under the collar with buttons
• The jacket features an inner pocket, a chest pocket 

with a zipper, and a subtly concealed back pocket with 
a zipper

• The waterproof fabrics and taped seams protect 
against a rain shower

• A.CC patch embroidered on left chest

Varsity Rain Jacket 
Urban Outdoor

  

Urban Outdoor

43441900-553 Modica

43441900-562 Sage

€ 150    DKK 1149

€ 150    DKK 1149

The All-Terrain Shirt is perfect for all cycling adventures. 
Whether you are riding on tarmac, gravel roads or forest 
trails. Made from a high-quality, recycled fabric that dries 
quickly and repels water and dirt thanks to the PFAS-free 
DWR coating.

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Made of lightweight ripstop fabric
• With PFAS-Free DWR coating
• The shirt features a cycling-specific fit with an extended 

back
• The shirt has pre-shaped sleeves for a cycling-specific fit
• The ventilation panel on the back with laser-cut holes 

ensures good temperature regulation during exertion
• The cuffs are adjustable with snap buttons
• There is a concealed zipper pocket on both the chest 

and the back

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

All-terrain Shirt AGU 
Cycling Club Unisex

  

a_cc

43420200-545 Bond Geige

43420200-623 Dark Pumpkin

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

A casual shirt for cycling: The unisex Bike T-shirt from the 
AGU Cycling Collection is made of a stretchy fabric, has a 
handy back pocket and the ventilation holes provide extra 
comfort. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Made of a cotton look and feel fabric
• With anti-odour finish
• The cycling-specific fit with extended back ensures 

this sweater is comfortable even when cycling.
• There are small ventilation holes under the armpits
• At the back, there is a small pocket with a zipper
• Reflective details

Bike T-shirt AGU 
Cycling Club

  

a_cc

43442100-590 Rose Brown

43442100-608 Dark Sage

43442100-611 Ginger

€ 50    DKK 399

€ 50    DKK 399

€ 50    DKK 399

A casual shirt for cycling: The unisex Bike T-shirt from the 
AGU Cycling Collection is made of a stretchy fabric, has a 
handy back pocket and the ventilation holes provide extra 
comfort. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Made of a cotton look and feel fabric
• With anti-odour finish
• The cycling-specific fit with extended back ensures 

this sweater is comfortable even when cycling
• There are small ventilation holes under the armpits
• At the back, there is a small pocket with a zipper
• Reflective details

Longsleeve Tee AGU 
Cycling Club

  

a_cc

43442200-611 Ginger

43442200-590 Rose Brown

€ 60    DKK 449

€ 60    DKK 449
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The looks of a casual chino combined with a cycling-
specific fit for comfort and freedom of movement on 
the bike. The Chino Long from the Venture collection is 
designed for those who make every ride an adventure. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Cycling specific fit
• Reflective details
• Comfortable and sporty look
• DWR Finish C0
• Hidden pocket on upper leg

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Long Chino Venture 
Women

  

Venture

49306700-551 Leather € 120    DKK 899 The looks of casual shorts combined with a cycling-specific 
fit for comfort and freedom of movement on the bike. The 
Chino Short from the Venture collection is designed for 
those who make every ride an adventure. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Cycling specific fit
• Reflective details
• Comfortable and sporty look
• DWR Finish C0
• Hidden pocket on upper leg
• Fastening loops for inner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Short Chino Venture 
Women

  

Venture

49307100-551 Leather € 90    DKK 699 The looks of casual shorts combined with a cycling-specific 
fit for comfort and freedom of movement on the bike. The 
Chino Short from the Venture collection is designed for 
those who make every ride an adventure. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Cycling specific fit
• Reflective details
• Comfortable and sporty look
• DWR Finish C0
• Hidden pocket on upper leg
• Fastening loops for inner shorts

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Short Chino Venture 
Men

  

Venture

49307000-551 Leather € 90    DKK 699The looks of a cool casual chino combined with a cycling-
specific fit for comfort and freedom of movement on 
the bike. The Chino Long from the Venture collection is 
designed for those who make every ride an adventure. 

Size: S - XXXL

• Cycling specific fit
• Reflective details
• Comfortable and sporty look
• DWR Finish C0
• Hidden pocket on upper leg

Breathable 
Insulation 
 
 

Long Chino Venture 
Men

  

Venture

49306600-551 Leather € 120    DKK 899
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The Mac Rain Coat is a classic in timeless design. With 
a luxurious look that focuses on complete freedom of 
movement on the bike. The Mac has an extra panel of fabric 
behind the zipper on the front to prevent rain from entering 
through the side. 

Size: S - XXL

• Material: 100%DuPont Sorona Polyester
• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 5.000
• YKK Vislon zipper centerfront
• Reflective details: AGU logo + patch on backside
• Taped seams & raingutters
• Freedom of Movement: 2-way zipper centerfront and 

back vent
• Adjustable and detachable hood, neoprene cuffs
• 1 inner pocket and 2 hand pockets

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Mac Rain Jacket 
Urban Outdoor Men

  

Urban Outdoor

43420000-000 Black

43420000-007 Lead Grey

€ 255    DKK 1899

€ 255    DKK 1899

This waterproof cap can provide just that bit of comfort 
during a rain shower. Complete your look with the Baseball 
Cap. 

Size(s) S/M - L/XL

• Material: 100% recycled polyester
• Taped seams
• Elastic strap at the back
• Unisex model

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Baseball Rain Cap 
Urban Outdoor Unisex

  

43480400-000 Black € 45    DKK 349 Complete your outfit with the Agu Cycling Club Cap and 
go sporty on the road. A cap for those who stand for 
sportiness, comfort and style. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Made of lightweight ripstop fabric
• With PFAS-Free DWR coating
• The cap consists of 5 separate panels which ensure 

a good fit
• Equipped with a flat cap
• Ventilation holes on the side provide extra comfort
• The cap can be adjusted to your head size with an 

adjustable clip closure

 
 
 
 

5-panel Cap AGU 
Cycling Club

  

43480600-560 Forest Green

43480600-623 Dark Pumpkin

A fine rain jacket with many pockets and thus plenty of 
storage capacity. That is the Pocket Rain Jacket Urban 
Outdoor for men. With the Poray 5.000 membrane and 
many handy features. 

Size(s) S - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester, 2.5-layer
• Regular fit
• Extended back
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5000
• 6 pockets, 4 front, 1 back, 1 inside
• Reflective badge at back and logo on sleeve
• YKK zippers
• Loop at the back for attaching light

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Pocket Rain Jacket 
Urban Outdoor Men

  

Urban Outdoor

43400500-000 Black € 185    DKK 1399
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Strong waterproofing, more than enough pockets to store 
all items you want and made from recycled and undyed 
fabrics. That makes the latest Urban Outoor Pocket Jacket 
unique. The PFAS-free DWR coating protects the jacket 
against water and dirt. 

Size(s) S - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• PFAS-free DWR treatment
• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable hood
• Loop at the back for attaching light
• Reflective details

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Undyed Pocket Rain 
Jacket Urban Outdoor 
Men

  

Urban Outdoor

43520000-027 Undyed € 185    DKK 1399 The Parka rain jacket is suited for heavy rain. Thanks to the 
fashionable colour range you can look great while being 
protected from the rain. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Dull Polyester, 2.5 layer
• Long fit
• Wind- and waterproof and breathable Poray 5000
• 3 pockets, 2 front pockets, 1 inside pocket. All pockets 

close with zippers Reflective patch at back and logo 
on sleeve

• YKK zippers
• Loop at the back for attaching light
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5000
• Fixed hood, adjustable with elastic cord and stoppers

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Undyed Parka Rain 
Jacket Urban Outdoor 
Women

  

Urban Outdoor

43500000-027 Undyed € 185    DKK 1399 The SEQ Rain Jacket Urban Outdoor is an extremely smart 
rain jacket for women. It is characterised by its fine, tailored 
fit. You can also wear this jacket as a poncho. The SEQ is 
made of 100% polyester and is water and windproof. 

Size(s) XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Polyester with soft finish
• Mid-length fit
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable Poray 5.000
• Extendable into a poncho thanks to a simple zipper 

system
• Ventilation in the back panel
• Upper portion of zipper equipped with chin protector
• Ergonomically shaped
• Poncho equipped with hand loops

Breathable  
Insulation  
Windproof  
Waterproof  

SeQ Rain Jacket 
Urban Outdoor 
Women 5K

  

Urban Outdoor

430412 Steel Blue 

430413 Olive 

43401200-000 Black

43401300-007 Lead Grey

€ 165    DKK 1249

€ 165    DKK 1249

€ 165    DKK 1249

€ 165    DKK 1249
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The Fuse jacket: perfect as a warm upgrade for your AGU 
raincoat or as a stylish jacket on its own. Safe with reflective 
details and comfortable with Sorona filling. Functionality 
and style in one. A must-have for every season 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Dull nylon outer shell and liner
• DuPont™ Sorona® vulling
• 2 hand pockets
• YKK zipper
• Connection system at back neck with reflection
• Neoprene cuffs and collar
• Matte rubberized trimmings

Fuse Inner Jacket 
Urban Outdoor 
Women

  

Urban Outdoor

430446 black € 95    DKK 749 The Fuse jacket: perfect as a warm upgrade for your AGU 
raincoat or as a stylish jacket on its own. Safe with reflective 
details and comfortable with Sorona filling. Functionality 
and style in one. A must-have for every season. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Dull nylon outer shell and liner
• DuPont™ Sorona® vulling
• 2 hand pockets
• YKK zipper
• Connection system at back neck with reflection
• Neoprene cuffs and collar
• Matte rubberized trimmings

Fuse Inner Jacket 
Urban Outdoor Men

  

Urban Outdoor

430443 Black € 95    DKK 749 Back to the ‘90s cool with this waterproof Bucket Hat. Add 
a touch of streetwear to your look and keep your head and 
hair dry. Reversible, with the stylish undyed white at the 
outside and solid black on the flipside. 

Size: S/M - L/XL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable: Poray 5.000
• PFAS-free DWR treatment
• Reflective details

With the Urban Outdoor Rain Hat you keep your head and 
hair dry on a rainy, windy day. All kinds of handy, smart 
features make this water and windproof headgear extra 
practical to use. 

Size(s) S/M - L/XL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester, 2-layer
• Unisex fit
• Extended backpanel
• Adjustable drawstring
• Windproof, waterproof and breathable

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Undyed Bucket Rain 
Hat Urban Outdoor

Rain Hat II Urban 
Outdoor

  

Urban Outdoor
  

Urban Outdoor

43480100-027 Undyed 43480000-000 Black€ 45    DKK 349 € 45    DKK 349
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If you ride your bike in the dark when it rains, not only the 
waterproofness counts, but also road safety. The Compact 
Raincoat Commuter Hi-vis keeps you dry and ensures that 
you always stand out with its bright neon yellow color. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester ripstop, 2.5-layer, 
lightweight

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Hi-vis Neon yellow fabric & reflective details
• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation on the back
• 1 Backpocket
• Integrated pouch in backpocket

If you ride your bike in the dark when it rains, not only the 
waterproofness counts, but also road safety. The Compact 
Raincoat Commuter Hi-vis keeps you dry and ensures that 
you always stand out with its bright neon yellow color. 

Size(s) S - XXXL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester ripstop, 2.5-layer, 
lightweight

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Hi-vis Neon yellow fabric & reflective details
• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation on the back
• 1 Backpocket
• Integrated pouch in backpocket

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Compact Rain Jacket 
Commuter Women Hi-
vis

Compact Rain Jacket 
Commuter Men Hi-vis

  

commuter
  

commuter

43600000-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow 43620000-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow€ 155    DKK 1199 € 155    DKK 1199
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When riding in the dark in rain, it’s not only waterproofness 
that counts, but also road safety. The Compact Rain Jacket 
Commuter Reflection for women keeps you dry and reflects 
over the entire surface. You will stand out perfectly. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester ripstop, 2.5-layer, 
lightweight

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Reflective allover print & reflective details
• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation on the back
• 1 Backpocket
• Integrated pouch in backpocket

When riding in the dark in rain, it’s not only waterproofness 
that counts, but safety on the road too. The Compact Rain 
Jacket Commuter Reflection keeps you dry and reflects 
light that hits the surface of the jacket back to the light 
source. 

Size(s) S - XXXL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester ripstop, 2.5-layer, 
lightweight

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Reflective allover print & reflective details
• YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation on the back
• 1 Backpocket
• Integrated pouch in backpocket

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Compact Rain Jacket 
Commuter Women 
Reflection

Compact Rain Jacket 
Commuter Men 
Reflection

  

commuter
  

commuter

43600100-527 Reflection Black 43620100-527 Reflection Black€ 185    DKK 1399 € 185    DKK 1399 Do you ride the bike to work while it’s constantly raining? 
The Compact Rain Pants Commuter keeps your lower 
body dry. Thanks to the neon yellow elements, you’re highly 
visible to other bikers and motorized traffic in the early 
morning and evening. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester ripstop, 2.5-layer, 
lightweight

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Reflective details
• Hidden YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Pre-shaped integrated shoe covers
• Elastic drawstring waistband
• Velcro-adjustable bottom
• Integrated pouch

Do you ride the bike to work while it’s constantly raining? 
The Compact Rain Pants Commuter keeps your lower 
body dry. Thanks to the neon yellow elements, you’re highly 
visible to other bikers and motorized traffic in the early 
morning and evening. 

Size(s) S - XXXL

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester ripstop, 2.5-layer, 
lightweight

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Reflective details
• Hidden YKK zipper with windflap and rain gutter
• Pre-shaped integrated shoe covers
• Elastic drawstring waistband
• Velcro-adjustable bottom
• Integrated pouch

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Compact Rain Pants 
Commuter Women

Compact Rain Pants 
Commuter Men

  

commuter
  

commuter

43610000-000 Black 43630000-000 Black€ 145    DKK 1099 € 145    DKK 1099
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The Tech Rain Jacket Commuter Hi-vis & Reflection is the 
ultimate rain jacket for women who want to fast forward 
through early morning and evening rain. With the combo 
of neon elements and reflective print, this waterproof rain 
jacket is perfect. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester Ripstop, 2.5 Layer
• Windproof, watertight & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Hi-vis Neon Fabric & reflective panels
• YKK-zipper with magnetic closure
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation openings
• 2 side pockets, rear pocket and chest pocket
• Including storage bag

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Tech Rain Jacket 
Commuter Women Hi-
vis & Reflection

  

commuter

43600400-802 Hi-Vis Reflection

43600400-803 Hi-Vis Red

€ 205    DKK 1549

€ 205    DKK 1549

The Tech Rain Jacket Commuter Hi-vis & Reflection is 
the ultimate rain jacket for men who want to fast forward 
through early morning and evening rain. With the combo 
of neon elements and reflective print, this waterproof rain 
jacket is perfect 

Size: S - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester Ripstop, 2.5 Layer
• Windproof, watertight & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Hi-vis Neon Fabric & reflective panels
• YKK-zipper with magnetic closure
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation openings
• 2 side pockets, rear pocket and chest pocket
• Including storage bag

Tech Rain Jacket 
Commuter Men Hi-vis 
& Reflection

  

commuter

43620400-802 Hi-Vis Reflection

43620400-803 Hi-Vis Red

€ 205    DKK 1549

€ 205    DKK 1549

The Tech Rain Jacket Commuter Hi-vis & Reflection is 
the ultimate rain jacket for men who want to fast forward 
through early morning and evening rain. With the combo 
of neon elements and reflective print, this waterproof rain 
jacket is perfect. 

Size: S - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester Ripstop, 2.5 Layer
• Windproof, watertight & breathable: Poray 10.000
• EN 20471 Hi-vis Neon Fabric & reflective panels
• YKK-zipper with magnetic closure
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation openings
• 2 side pockets, rear pocket and chest pocket
• Including storage bag

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Tech Rain Jacket 
Commuter Men Black 
Reflection

  

commuter

43620500-527 Black Reflection € 205    DKK 1549The Tech Rain Jacket Commuter Hi-vis & Reflection is the 
ultimate rain jacket for women who want to fast forward 
through early morning and evening rain. With the combo 
of neon elements and reflective print, this waterproof rain 
jacket is perfect. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester Ripstop, 2.5 Layer
• Windproof, watertight & breathable: Poray 10.000
• EN 20471 Hi-vis Neon Fabric & reflective panels
• YKK-zipper with magnetic closure
• Adjustable hood
• Ventilation openings
• 2 side pockets, rear pocket and chest pocket
• Including storagebag

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Tech Rain Jacket 
Commuter Women 
Black Reflection

  

commuter

43600500-527 Black Reflection € 205    DKK 1549
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If you bike even in rain and on dark days, a good pair of 
rain pants should not be missing. The Tech Rain Pants 
Commuter Hi-vis & Reflection protects in continuous 
rain and makes you extra visible with neon and reflective 
elements. 

Size: XS - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester Ripstop, 2.5 Layer 
• Windproof, watertight & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Hi-vis Neon Fabric & reflective panels
• YKK-zippers, extra long
• Extended shoe protection
• Fly with zipper and hook
• Including storage bag

Breathable 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Tech Rain Pants 
Commuter Women Hi-
vis & Reflection

  

commuter

43610200-802 Hi-Vis Reflection

43610200-803 Hi-Vis Red

€ 165    DKK 1249

€ 165    DKK 1249

If you bike even in rain and on dark days, a good pair of 
rain pants should not be missing. The Tech Rain Pants 
Commuter Hi-vis & Reflection protects in continuous 
rain and makes you extra visible with neon and reflective 
elements. 

Size: S - XXL

• Material: 100% Recycled Polyester Ripstop, 2.5 Layer 
• Windproof, watertight & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Hi-vis Neon Fabric & reflective panels
• YKK-zippers, extra long
• Extended shoe protection
• Fly with zipper and hook
• Including storage bag

 
 
 
 

Tech Rain Pants 
Commuter Men Hi-vis 
& Reflection

  

commuter

43630200-802 Hi-Vis Reflection

43630200-803 Hi-Vis Red

€ 165    DKK 1249

€ 165    DKK 1249

The Tech Rain Bike Boots Commuter Hi-vis overshoes keep 
your feet dry and make you highly visible in traffic. They 
are easy to put on over your shoes and take off just as fast 
when you arrive at your destination. 

Size: S - XXL

• Material: 85% Polyester 10% Kevlar 5% Polyamide
• Windproof & waterproof
• Reflective details
• Water-repellent zippers
• Kevlar-reinforced bottom
• Velcro-adjustable top

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Tech Rain Bike Boots 
Commuter Hi-vis

  

commuter

43690500-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow € 60    DKK 449With the Tech Rain Gloves Commuter Hi-vis, your fingers 
stay dry and warm. And not just that: the smart combination 
of reflective details and a neon yellow colour makes you 
stand out more. 

Size: XS -XXXL

• Material: 65% Nylon 25% Leather 10% Polyester
• Windproof, waterproof & breathable
• Reflective details
• Touchscreen compatible index finger
• Gel padding
• Elastic cuffs
• Leather palm and fingers

Breathable 
Insulation 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Tech Rain Gloves 
Commuter Hi-vis

  

commuter

43690300-002 Hi-Vis Neon Yellow € 45    DKK 349
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You pull this cover over your helmet. It will keep your head 
warm and dry, even when it is raining cats and dogs. Is the 
heavy rain over? Then fold it up compactly and put it away 
easily in the integrated pocket. 

Size: One Size

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester ripstop, 2.5-layer, 
lightweight

• Windproof, waterproof & breathable: Poray 10.000
• Reflective details
• Adjustable elastic drawstring
• Integrated waterproof pouch

Breathable 
 
Windproof 
Waterproof 

Compact Rain Helmet 
Cover Commuter

  

commuter

43690000-000 Black

43690100-002 Neon Yellow

43690200-527 Reflective Mist

€ 30    DKK 229

€ 30    DKK 229

€ 35    DKK 269

Bike Bags
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The Shelter Clean rear pannier sets a new standard for 
waterproof bike bags. With its reliable roll-top closure 
system and welded seams your luggage remains securely 
stashed away in any bad weather condition. An inner 
compartment keeps your stuff ordered and the detachable 
shoulder strap allows for easy carrying off the bike when 
you arrive at your destination. The bags are available in 
several subdued colourways to suit any style. The color 
variant ‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that 
ensures you are highly visible during the dark days. The 
color variant ‘Neon Yellow’ makes you stand out visually 
during the daytime in any rainy, misty or gloomy condition. 

Size: 26 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook and 

Swinglock
• Removable shoulder strap
• Zippable inner compartment

Clean Single Bike 
Bag Shelter Click’nGo 
Medium

Shelter

41120606-000 Black  17 L

41120602-002 Neon Yellow  17 L

41120606-026 Red  17 L

41120606-019 Reflective Mist 17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 80    DKK 599

The Shelter Clean rear pannier sets a new standard for 
waterproof bike bags. With its reliable roll-top closure 
system and welded seams your luggage remains securely 
stashed away in any bad weather condition. An inner 
compartment keeps your stuff ordered and the detachable 
shoulder strap allows for easy carrying off the bike when 
you arrive at your destination. The bags are available in 
several subdued colourways to suit any style. The color 
variant ‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that 
ensures you are highly visible during the dark days. The 
color variant ‘Neon Yellow’ makes you stand out visually 
during the daytime in any rainy, misty or gloomy condition. 

Size: 26 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook and 

Swinglock
• Removable shoulder strap
• Zippable inner compartment

Clean Single Bike 
Bag Shelter Click’nGo 
Medium

Shelter

41120606-007 Melange Grey  17 L

41120606-011 Army Green  17 L

41120606-554 Armagnac  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

The Shelter Clean rear pannier sets a new standard for 
waterproof bike bags. With its reliable roll-top closure 
system and welded seams your luggage remains securely 
stashed away in any bad weather condition. An inner 
compartment keeps your stuff ordered and the detachable 
shoulder strap allows for easy carrying off the bike when 
you arrive at your destination. The bags are available in 
several subdued colourways to suit any style. The color 
variant ‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that 
ensures you are highly visible during the dark days. The 
color variant ‘Neon Yellow’ makes you stand out visually 
during the daytime in any rainy, misty or gloomy condition. 

Size: 26 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook and 

Swinglock
• Removable shoulder strap
• Zippable inner compartment

Clean Single Bike 
Bag Shelter Click’nGo 
Medium

Shelter

41120606-004 Gradient Blue  17 L

41120606-560 Gradient Early Dawn  17 L

41120606-580 Deep Marine  17 L

41120606-553 Modica  17 L

41120606-532 Purple Velvet  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599
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The Shelter Clean rear pannier sets a new standard in 
waterproof bike bags, this rugged no-nonsense design 
gets your stuff safely across town, every day of the week. 
Its reliable roll-top closure system, combined with welded 
seams, secures your luggage in any bad weather condition. 
The Large model features a padded laptop department 
and the detachable shoulder strap allows for easy carrying 
off the bike when you arrive at your destination. The color 
variant ‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that 
ensures you are highly visible during the dark days. The 
color variant ‘Neon Yellow’ makes you stand out visually 
during the daytime in any rainy, misty or gloomy condition. 

Size: 32 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook and 

Swinglock
• Removable shoulder strap
• Inner compartment for 14 inch laptop

Clean Single Bike 
Bag Shelter Click’nGo 
Large

Shelter

41120607-000 Black  21 L

41120607-002 Neon Yellow  21 L

41120607-026 Red  21 L

41120607-019 Reflective Mist  21 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 85    DKK 649

The Shelter Clean rear pannier sets a new standard in 
waterproof bike bags, this rugged no-nonsense design 
gets your stuff safely across town, every day of the week. 
Its reliable roll-top closure system, combined with welded 
seams, secures your luggage in any bad weather condition. 
The Large model features a padded laptop department 
and the detachable shoulder strap allows for easy carrying 
off the bike when you arrive at your destination. The color 
variant ‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that 
ensures you are highly visible during the dark days. The 
color variant ‘Neon Yellow’ makes you stand out visually 
during the daytime in any rainy, misty or gloomy condition. 

Size: 32 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook and 

Swinglock
• Removable shoulder strap
• Inner compartment for 14 inch laptop

Clean Single Bike 
Bag Shelter Click’nGo 
Large

Shelter

41120607-007 Melange Grey  21 L

41120607-011 Army Green  21 L

41120607-554 Armagnac  21 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

The Shelter Clean rear pannier sets a new standard in 
waterproof bike bags, this rugged no-nonsense design 
gets your stuff safely across town, every day of the week. 
Its reliable roll-top closure system, combined with welded 
seams, secures your luggage in any bad weather condition. 
The Large model features a padded laptop department 
and the detachable shoulder strap allows for easy carrying 
off the bike when you arrive at your destination. The color 
variant ‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that 
ensures you are highly visible during the dark days. The 
color variant ‘Neon Yellow’ makes you stand out visually 
during the daytime in any rainy, misty or gloomy condition. 

Size: 32 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook and 

Swinglock
• Removable shoulder strap
• Inner compartment for 14 inch laptop

Clean Single Bike 
Bag Shelter Click’nGo 
Large

Shelter

41120607-004 Gradient Blue  21 L

41120607-560 Gradient Early Dawn  21 L

41120607-580 Deep Marine  21 L

41120607-553 Modica  21 L

41120607-532 Purple Velvet  21 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599
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This bag is for anyone who wants to keep weight on their 
bike to a minimum. This waterproof, lightweight Shelter bag 
is made for travelling packed, without carrying unnecessary 
extra kilos. 

Size: 26 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook and 

Swinglock
• Removable shoulder strap
• Zippable inner compartment

Set Lightweight 
Single Bike Bag 
Shelter Click’nGo 
Medium

Shelter

41120611-000 Black  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 150    DKK 1149

This bag is for anyone who wants to keep weight on their 
bike to a minimum. This waterproof, lightweight Shelter 
bag is made for travelling packed, without carrying 
unnecessary extra kilos.

Size: 32 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook and 

Swinglock
• Removable shoulder strap
• Inner compartment for 14 inch laptop

Set Lightweight 
Single Bike Bag 
Shelter Click’nGo 
Large

Shelter

41120612-000 Black  21 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 160    DKK 1199 The AGU Clean Double Bike Bag is all a bike bag should be. 
It offers what you need to really be on the road. The bag is 
100% waterproof, has plenty of storage space, a separate 
laptop compartment, sporty design and is easy to use. Go 
adventurous and comfortable on the road and take your 
belongings with you safely and easily. 

Size: 26 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Including pre-assembled MIK system
• Zippable inner compartment

Clean Double Bike 
Bag Shelter Click’nGo 
Medium MIK

Shelter

41110601-000 Black  34 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 140    DKK 1049 With the success of the waterproof Shelter single panniers 
comes the demand for these Shelter double panniers. The 
bags are 100% waterproof, with welded seams to prevent 
leaks and a roll-top closure to keep water out. Both bags 
have a capacity of 21 liters each, with a reinforced laptop 
compartment inside one of the bags. You can leave this 
sturdy, top quality double bag on your bike at all times 
without any worries. 

Size: 32 x 43 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting with straps or MIK (MIK adapter not 

included)
• Interior compartment for 14-inch laptop

Clean Double Bike 
Bag Shelter Large

Shelter

41110600-000 Black  42 L

41110600-007 Melange Grey  42 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 125    DKK 949

€ 125    DKK 949
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The AGU Clean Single Bike Bag Backpack is a bike bag and 
backpack in one. The bag is 100% waterproof, has plenty 
of storage space, a separate laptop compartment and a 
sporty design. 

Size: 

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook
• Side pocket with water-repellent zipper closure (YKK 

zipper)
• Detachable inner compartment for 14 inch laptop
• Lightloop

Clean Single Bike 
Bag/Backpack Shelter 
Click’nGo Large

Shelter

41120610-000 Black  21 L

41120610-007 Melange Grey  21 L

41160600-553 Modica  21 L

41160600-601 Deep Sea  21 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€95    DKK 749

€95    DKK 749

€95    DKK 749

€95    DKK 749

Wherever you go, the Shelter got your back. Through wind 
and rain to work, a quick visit to the supermarket or a 
weekend trip? This waterproof backpack will take you  there. 
The sporty look and comfortable use makes the Shelter a 
real must. 

Size: 32 x 44 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Inner compartment for 14 inch laptop

Backpack Shelter 
Large

Shelter

41160600-000 Black  21 L

41160600-007 Melange Grey  21 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 85    DKK 649

€ 85    DKK 649

The new AGU Courier Backpack Shelter is designed to 
improve the comfort of bicycle couriers while cycling. With 
a carrying capacity of 40 litres, smart details and a stylish 
design, you will travel comfortably and professionally. 

Size: 38 x 50 x 15

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Transparent front pocket for A3 size poster
• Inner compartment for 14 inch laptop
• Side pocket with water-repellent zipper closure (YKK 

zipper)

Courier Backpack 
Shelter X-Large

Shelter

41160601-000 Black  40 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 140    DKK 1049
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Too small for your bike bag but too big for your coat pocket? 
The Shelter Clean handlebar bag offers a solution. Made 
from 100% waterproof, recycled polyester and lightweight. 

Size: 26 x 14 x 14

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Supplied with KLICKfix Baggy Pro Plate suitable for 

KLICKfix handlebar adapter (not included)
• Removable shoulder strap
• Zippable inner compartment

Clean Handlebar 
Bag Shelter KLICKfix 
Medium

Shelter

41130602-000 Black  5 L

41130602-007 Melange Grey  5 L

41130602-019 Reflective Mist  5 L

41130602-002 Neon Yellow  5 L

41130602-026 Red  5 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 85    DKK 649

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

Take your valuables with you easily, safely and dry in the 
Shelter Tech handlebar bag. Made from 100% waterproof 
recycled polyester and lightweight. 

Size: 28 x 21 x 14

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Supplied with KLICKfix Baggy Pro Plate suitable for 

KLICKfix handlebar adapter (not included)
• Removable shoulder strap
• Zippable inner compartment

Tech Handlebar Bag 
Shelter KLICKfix 
Large

Shelter

41130601-000 Black  8 L

41130601-007 Melange Grey  8 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 85    DKK 649

€ 85    DKK 649

This card and mobile phone holder is an ideal accessory 
to keep your card and/or smartphone safe and dry. It can 
easily be attached to your Shelter Handlebar Bag and the 
holder can be left folded or unfolded. 

Size: 27 x 26 x 0.5

• Waterproof through welded seams
• Lightweight
• Attachable with Velcro

Map and Phone 
Holder Bag Accessory 
Shelter

Shelter

41130603-000 Black  0,4 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 20    DKK 149 Our first waterproof saddle bag, which can be mounted 
easily and safe underneath any saddle with the KLICKfix 
adapter. The Shelter Saddle Bags are 100% waterproof, with 
welded seams to prevent leaks and a roll-top closure to 
keep water out at all times. Available in three sizes so there 
is always one to fit your needs. Small items such as a spare 
tire, tire levers and a CO2 canister fit nicely. A real must have 
for every cyclist! 

Size: 

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through KLICKfix saddle bag adapter

Saddle Bag Shelter
Shelter

41140601-000 Black  0,5 L

41140602-000 Black  1 L

41140603-000 Black  1,3 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 30    DKK 229

€ 32    DKK 239

€ 37    DKK 279
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This 100% waterproof Case carries all important items 
during your bike ride. Whether it’s keys, cards, cash, a phone 
or something else, the Case Shelter is specially made to 
keep these things safe. The Case opens completely thanks 
to the waterproof zipper that runs along the entire side and 
around the corners. A luxurious Case in which you can store 
everything you might need during the ride! 

Size: 10 x 17.5 x 2

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• YKK VISLON AquaGuard Waterproof zipper
• Lightweight
• Inner pockets to keep your credit cards, coins, key and 

phone close at hand
• Suitable for a phone up to 6 inch

Case Shelter
Shelter

41310600-007 Melange Grey  0,4 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 30    DKK 229 Our ultimate travel hack: bringing these Packing Cubes 
makes your packing so much easier! The Packing Cube 
Shelter set consists out of three bags: one that compresses 
all your items, one with two compartments to keep laundry 
and fresh items separate and a toiletry bag with handles. 
When you stack all three bags on top of each other they fit 
perfectly into the Bike Bags Shelter Large. A real must-have 
for every bike holiday! 

Size: 32 x 40 x 15

• Lightweight organizer set of 3 bags
• Ideal for bike tours, suitable as an insert for all the AGU 

Shelter Bags Large
• Each cube can also be used individually
• Enables to separate stowage of clean and dirty 

clothing
• Equipped with compression zipper to eliminate excess 

air between clothes and maximize packing space
• GreenSphere material: recycled Polyester

Packing Cubes 
Accessory Shelter

Shelter

41160602-000 Black  21 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 40    DKK 299 The Shelter RackPack is designed for your cycling holidays. 
In addition to the Shelter panniers, this bag can be attached 
on top of the rack and panniers for up to 30 litres of added 
luggage space on the back of your bike. 

Size: 55 x 22 x 22

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting on top of rear carrier by connection to two 

single panniers
• Removable shoulder strap
• Two inner mesh pockets

Rackpack Bag Shelter
Shelter

41170600-000 Black  30 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 80    DKK 599
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Meet our Trunkbag. We have a wide range of bike bags, but 
with the arrival of the AGU Trunkbag we can say that we 
make optimal use of all the space on the bike. This bag for 
your luggage carrier is ideal for long bike rides or as extra 
storage space during your cycling holiday. 

Size: 31 x 22 x 25

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• 3M Reflection
• Main compartment of 9 liter with capacity enlarger 

to 12 liter
• Two hidden panniers on the sides (18 Liter)
• Inner mesh pockets
• Water bottle holder
• Carrying handle and detachable shoulder strap
• Includes pre-assembled KLICKfix UniKlip II (Ø 10-

16mm, width 9-16cm) (Lock available separately art. 
412413)

Trunkbag Bag 
Performance KLICKfix 
UniKlip II

Performance

41120608-000 Black  30 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 125    DKK 949
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The Durable Water Repellent technology allows carefree 
cycling with the DWR single bike bag. This means that 
the bag is water-repellent and the 3M reflection provides 
additional visibility. This bag is made from Green Sphere 
material. 

Size: 28 x 34 x 16

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M reflection
• KLICKfix Vario Top hooks (ø 8-16mm)
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• Zippable storage compartment on the flap, with YKK 

zipper and mesh side compartments.
• Drawstring with stopper

DWR Single Bike Bag 
Performance Medium

Performance

414939 Black  12 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 55    DKK 449 The Durable Water Repellent technology allows carefree 
cycling with the DWR single bike bag. This means that 
the bag is water-repellent and the 3M reflection provides 
additional visibility. This bag is made from Green Sphere 
material. 

Size: 32 x 38 x 18

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M reflection
• KLICKfix Vario Top hooks (ø 8-16mm)
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• Zippable storage compartment on the flap, with YKK 

zipper and mesh side compartments.
• Drawstring with stopper

DWR Single Bike Bag 
Performance Large

Performance

414956 Black  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 65    DKK 499 Carefree touring with the DWR double side bags thanks to 
Durable Water Repellent technology. The bag set is water-
repellent and gives extra visibility through the 3M reflection. 
The bags are made of a premium quality recycled polyester 
and therefore fits into the Green Sphere range for the 
conscious customer who considers it’s important to make a 
sustainable choice. 

Size: 32 x 38 x 17

• Waterproof through welded seams
• Lightweight
• Reflejo 3M
• Attachable with straps and Velcro
• MIK compatible (MIK not included)
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• Zippable storage compartments and Mesh pockets
• Drawstring with stopper

DWR Double Bike Bag 
Performance Large

Performance

414911 Black  34 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 80    DKK 599 This handlebar bag is an essential item for all of your cycling 
trips. The KLICKfix attachment system allows you to attach 
this bag easily and quickly to the handlebars. An additional 
advantage is that, through the use of 3M reflection, the 
bag provides extra visibility. The handlebar bag is made 
from recycled water-repellent polyester. With the supplied 
shoulder strap you can convert the bag into a useful 
shoulder bag in no time at all. 

Size: 23 x 19 x 13

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M reflection
• Attachable using a KLICKfix handlebar adapter (not 

included)
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• YKK zippers

DWR Handlebar Bag 
Performance KLICKfix

Performance

414926 Black  4 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 45    DKK 349
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Too small for your big bike bag, but too big to fit into your 
coat pocket? The DWR Performance handlebar bag offers 
the solution. Water repellent, light and compact. 

Size: 23 x 19 x 13

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Attachable with straps
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• YKK zippers

DWR Handlebar Bag 
Performance Strap

Performance

414925 Black  4 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 35    DKK 269 This handlebar bag 8L has an integrated closure system, 
which makes the bag easy to open. With the water-repellent 
fabric, along with the rain catcher on the inside, the mesh 
front and side compartments and the integrated padded 
tablet sleeve on the inside, this handlebar bag is useful for 
every cycle ride. An additional advantage is that, through the 
use of 3M reflection, the bag provides extra visibility. With 
the supplied shoulder strap you can convert the bag into a 
useful shoulder bag in no time at all. The handlebar bag is 
made from recycled water-repellent polyester. 

Size: 26 x 20 x 14

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M reflection
• Attachable using a KLICKfix handlebar adapter (not 

included)
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• Mesh side compartments
• Removable shoulder strap

Box Handlebar Bag 
Performance KLICKfix

Performance

414929 Black  8 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 55    DKK 449 The DWR saddlebag is a must for small accessories, such 
as your keys, inner tyre or a repair kit. The bag has a useful 
loop to attach a light and has 3M reflection for additional 
visibility on the roads. The KLICKfix system allows you to 
easily and quickly attach the bag beneath the saddle. This 
bag is made from Green Sphere material. 

Size: 9 x 19 x 10

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M reflection
• Attach using the KLICKfix saddle adapter (included)
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• YKK zipper

DWR Saddle Bag 
Performance KLICKfix

Performance

415025 Black  0,7 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 27    DKK 209 The DWR saddlebag is a must for small accessories, such 
as your keys, inner tyre or a repair kit. The bag has a useful 
loop to attach a light and has 3M reflection for additional 
visibility on the roads. This bag is made from Green Sphere 
material. 

Size: 9 x 19 x 10

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M reflection
• Attachable with straps
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• YKK zipper

DWR Saddle Bag 
Performance Strap

Performance

415024 Black  0,7 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 22    DKK 169
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Frame bag with removable compartment for a smartphone, 
made of recycled water-repellent Polyester. The frame bag 
has an output for earphones and velcro mounting. 

Size: 10 x 11 x 20

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Attachable with Velcro
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• Audio exits for earphones
• Removable compartment for smartphone
• Suitable for a phone up to 6 inch

DWR Single Frame 
Bag Performance

Performance

41499100-000 Black  1 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 30    DKK 229 Double Frame bag with removable compartment for a 
smartphone, made of recycled water-repellent Polyester. 
The frame bag has an output for earphones and velcro 
mounting. 

Size: 14 x 14 x 18

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Attachable with Velcro
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• Audio exits for earphones
• Removable compartment for smartphone
• Suitable for a phone up to 6 inch

DWR Double Frame 
Bag Performance

Performance

41499200-000 Black  1 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 35    DKK 269 The water-repellent mobile phone bag is a practical 
handlebar bag in which to store your smartphone. It is also 
ideal for navigation and a transparent window allows the 
touchscreen to be used. 

Size: 10 x 17 x 7

• Water-repellent (Durable Water Repellent)
• Lightweight
• 3M Reflection
• Attachable with straps
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• YKK zipper
• Suitable for a phone up to 6 inch

DWR Phonebag Frame 
Bag Performance

Performance

414930 Black  0,8 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 25    DKK 189 This map and mobile phone holder is an ideal accessory 
to keep your map and/or smartphone safe and dry. It can 
easily be attached to your Box Handlebar Bag 8L Klickfix 
(414929) and the holder can be left folded or unfolded. 

Size: 27 x 26 x 0.5

• Waterproof through welded seams
• Lightweight
• Attachable with Velcro

Map and Phone 
Holder Bag Accessory

Performance

414940 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 10    DKK 79
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The Essentials Rain-cover protects your cycling panniers 
from rain, mud and splashing dirt. This waterproof cover fits 
perfectly over the smaller handlebar bags and is available in 
black and neon yellow. 

Size: 25 x 20 x 12

• Waterproof taped seams
• Reflection
• Weight 30 grams
• Suitable for smaller handlebar bags (4-liters)

Raincover 
Performance X-Small

Performance

414946 Neon Yellow  4 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 7    DKK 59

The Essentials Rain-cover protects your cycling panniers 
from rain, mud and splashing dirt. This waterproof cover fits 
perfectly over the smaller handlebar bags and is available in 
black and neon yellow. 

Size: 30 x 25 x 15

• Waterproof taped seams
• Reflection
• Weight 30 grams
• Suitable for smaller handlebar bags (All 7 and 8-litres 

handlebar bags)

Raincover 
Performance Small

Performance

414941 Neon Yellow  8 L

414948 Black  8 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 8    DKK 59

€ 8    DKK 59

The Essentials Rain-cover protects your cycling panniers 
from rain, mud and splashing dirt. This waterproof cover fits 
perfectly over smaller pannier bags and is available in black 
and neon yellow. 

Size: 30 x 30 x 17

• Waterproof taped seams
• Reflection
• Weight 30 grams
• Suitable for smaller panniers (12-13 liters)

Raincover 
Performance Medium

Performance

414942 Neon Yellow  13 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 9    DKK 69

The Essentials Rain-cover protects your cycling panniers 
from rain, mud and splashing dirt. This waterproof cover 
fits perfectly over the larger pannier bags and is available in 
black and neon yellow. 

Size: 30 x 40 x 20

• Waterproof taped seams
• Reflection
• Weight 30 grams
• Suitable for larger panniers (17-18 liters)

Raincover 
Performance Large

414943 Neon Yellow  18 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 10    DKK 79

The Essentials Rain-cover protects your cycling panniers 
from rain, mud and splashing dirt. This waterproof cover fits 
perfectly over double pannier bags and is available in black 
and neon yellow. 

Size: 36 x 40 x 17

• Waterproof taped seams
• Reflection
• Weight 30 grams
• Suitable for double panniers (17-18 liters)

Raincover 
Performance X-Large

Performance

414944 Neon Yellow  18 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 15    DKK 119

Performance
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The AGU Convoy Single Bike Bag is for the cyclist who opts 
for quality, without compromising on style and durability. 

Size: 30 x 38 x 15

• 100% Waterproof organic cotton
• Magnetic roll-top closure
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook
• Removable shoulder strap
• Removable laptop sleeve

Convoy Single Bike 
Bag Urban Click’nGo

Urban

41120800-011 Army Green  17 L

41120800-585 Antracite  17 L

41120800-586 Taupe  17 L

41120800-033 Steel Blue  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

€ 110    DKK 849

On your back or on your bike. With the AGU Convoy Single 
Bike Bag Backpack you can travel in style. The organic and 
sustainable cotton gives the bag a tough touch. 

Size: 30 x 38 x 15

• 100% Waterproof organic cotton
• 2IN1 - Bike bag and backpack with adjustable shoulder 

strap
• Magnetic roll-top closure
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting through Click’nGo Railed Hook
• Ability to stow away the shoulder straps

Convoy Single Bike 
Bag/Backpack Urban 
Click’nGo

Urban

41120800-011 Army Green  17 L

41120800-585 Antracite  17 L

41120800-586 Taupe  17 L

41120800-033 Steel Blue  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

€ 140    DKK 1049

The AGU Convoy Double Bikebag is for the cyclist who opts 
for quality, without compromising on style and durability. 

Size: 30 x 38 x 15

• 100% Waterproof organic cotton
• Magnetic roll-top closure
• 3M Reflection
• Including pre-assembled MIK system and Click’nGo 

Swinglock

Convoy Double Bike 
Bag Urban Click’nGo 
MIK

Urban

41110800-011 Army Green  34 L

41110800-585 Antracite  34 L

41110800-586 Taupe  34 L

41110800-033 Steel Blue  34 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 170    DKK 1299

€ 170    DKK 1299

€ 170    DKK 1299

€ 170    DKK 1299

Take your belongings with you dry, safely and easily and also 
give your bike a stylish touch with the AGU Convoy Sling 
Handlebar Bag. 

Size: 20 x 18 x 7

• 100% Waterproof organic cotton
• Magnetic roll-top closure
• 3M Reflection
• Mounting by straps
• Detachable hip/shoulderstrap
• Zippable inner pocket

Convoy Sling 
Handlebar Bag Urban

Urban

41130800-011 Army Green  2 L

41130800-585 Antracite  2 L

41130800-586 Taupe  2 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 45    DKK 349
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The advantages of a bike bag, the looks of a cool backpack. 
Do you think bike bags are often too solid or old-fashioned, 
but do you appreciate their convenience? We understand 
that. The H20 Rolltop will suit you just right. 

Size: 28 x 35 x 14

• Highly water resistant through Dryliner Technology
• 3M Reflection
• YKK zippers
• KLICKfix Vario hooks (6-16mm)
• Removable shoulder strap
• Green Sphere material: Recycled water-repellent 

Polyester

H2O Roll-Top II Single 
Bike Bag Urban

Urban

41496804-000 Black  14 L

41496804-007 Urban Grey  14 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

Not only does the functional roll-top opening give the Urban 
Trend H2O double rear bags a cool look, but also ensures 
that your possessions are very well protected against rain. 
Made from water-repellent 600D polyester. The use of 
modern urban prints and fabrics make this highly water 
resistant trend range very distinctive. The color variant 
‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that ensures 
you are highly visible during the dark days. 

Size: 28 x 35 x 14

• Green Sphere material: Recycled Polyester
• 3M Reflection
• YKK zippers
• Mounting with straps and Velcro
• Can be used with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)
• Highly water resistant through Dryliner Technology

H2O Roll-Top II 
Double Bike Bag 
Urban

Urban

41496300-000 Black  28 L

41496300-007 Urban Grey  28 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 90    DKK 699

€ 90    DKK 699
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The advantages of a bicycle bag, the looks of a cool 
backpack. Do you think bicycle bags are often too solid or 
old-fashioned, but do you appreciate their convenience? 
We understand that. This Urban single bike bag will fit you 
better. 

Size: 30 x 39 x 15

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 
Polyester

• Side pocket and inner pocket with zipper closure
• 3M Reflection
• Removable shoulder straps
• Hooks can be covered, to combine as a shoulder bag
• Mounting by Click’nGo Fixed Hooks

DWR Single Bike Bag 
Urban Click’nGo

Urban

41497605-554 Armagnac  17 L

41497605-020 Elephant Grey  17 L

41497604-000 Black  17 L

41497604-553 Navy  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 60    DKK 449

€ 60    DKK 449

€ 60    DKK 449

€ 60    DKK 449

The advantages of a bicycle bag, the looks of a cool 
backpack. Do you think bicycle bags are often too solid or 
old-fashioned, but do you appreciate their convenience? 
We understand that. This Urban single bike bag will fit you 
better. 

Size: 30 x 39 x 15

• Water-repellent PU fabric with matte finish
• Side pocket and inner pocket with zipper closure
• 3M Reflection
• Removable shoulder straps
• Hooks can be covered, to combine as a shoulder bag
• Mounting by Click’nGo Fixed Hooks

DWR Single Bike Bag 
Urban Click’nGo

Urban

41497605-594 Deep Sea  17 L

41497605-606 Pumpin Spice  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

The advantages of a bicycle bag, the looks of a cool 
backpack. Do you think bicycle bags are often too solid or 
old-fashioned, but do you appreciate their convenience? 
We understand that. This Urban double bike bag will fit 
you better. 

Size: 30 x 39 x 15

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 
Polyester

• Side pocket and inner pocket with zipper closure
• 3M reflection
• Mounting with straps
• Can be used with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)
• Option for spacer use (not included)

DWR Double Bike Bag 
Urban

Urban

41497300-000 Black  36 L

41497300-553 Navy  36 L

41497300-020 Elephant Grey  36 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

The advantages of a bicycle bag, the looks of a cool 
backpack. Do you think bicycle bags are often too solid or 
old-fashioned, but do you appreciate their convenience? 
We understand that. This Urban double bike bag will fit 
you better. 

Size: 30 x 39 x 15

• Water-repellent PU fabric with matte finish
• Side pocket and inner pocket with zipper closure
• 3M reflection
• Mounting with straps
• Can be used with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)
• Option for spacer use (not included)

DWR Double Bike Bag 
Urban

Urban

41497300-594 Deep Sea  36 L

41497300-606 Pumkin Spice  36 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 85    DKK 649

€ 85    DKK 649
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This metal Spacer prevents your bag from getting between 
your rear wheel spokes, providing a crucial element of 
safety for yourself, your bike, and your panniers. 

Size: 18 x 22 x 6

• Made of metal
• Easy to mount
• Ensures that the bag does not get caught in the spokes
• Suitable for the ‘DWR Double Bike Bag Trend’ 

(41497300-)

Spacer Accessories
Accessories

30310400-000 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 5    DKK 39 This is a spare part. Velcro for all AGU Urban & Performance 
bags. And all Fastrider Trend & Basics bags. 

Size: 

• Set of 2
• For AGU and Fastrider bags

AGU & Fastrider 
Klittenband (set 2) 
Accessory

41310812-000 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 4    DKK 29
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Don’t have any back pockets or do you want to take some 
extra items with you on the road? Then the new AGU Hip-
Pack offers a solution. Developed for cycling adventures, 
from gravel tours to mountain bike trails. 

Size: 

• Water-repellent recycled polyester
• Lightweight
• Comfortable fit with adjustable hip strap
• Two zippered inner compartments
• Two mesh inner pockets with key hook
• Two outer pockets

Hip-Pack Bag Venture
Venture

41160500-555 Vintage € 60    DKK 449

Don’t have any back pockets or do you want to take some 
extra items with you on the road? Then the new AGU Hip-
Pack offers a solution. Developed for cycling adventures, 
from gravel tours to mountain bike trails. 

Size: 

• Water-repellent organic cotton
• Lightweight
• Comfortable fit with adjustable hip strap
• Two zippered inner compartments
• Two mesh inner pockets with key hook
• Two outer pockets

Hip-Pack Canvas Bag 
Venture

Venture

41160500-033 Blue Steel  € 65    DKK 499

Designed in collaboration with professional cyclist Wout van Aert. Then a 
product needs little explanation. The AGU Roll Bag handlebar bag is made 
to go on the road, even during a rain shower 

Size: 20 x 10 x 10

• Greensphere material: 100% Organic Cotton
• 3M Reflection
• YKK zipper (water repellent)
• Mesh outer pockets

Roll Bag Canvas 
Handlebar Bag 
Venture

Venture

41503202-033 Blue Steel  1,5 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 45    DKK 349

The Bar bag handlebar bag was designed together with Visma | Lease a 
Bike rider Robert Gesink. Because anyone who cycles a lot knows exactly 
what is useful and what is not. The new water-repellent fabric gives the bag 
an extra robust look. 

Size: 25 x 12 x 7

• 3IN1: Usable as handlebar bag, frame bag, and shoulder bag
• 3M Reflection
• YKK zipper (water repellent)
• Mesh inner pockets
• Removable compartment divider
• Removable shoulder strap

Bar Bag Canvas 
Handlebar Bag 
Venture

Venture

41503201-033 Blue Steel  2 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 55    DKK 449
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Whether you are going bikepacking for several days or 
opt for a longer ride, with the AGU Handlebar Bag you can 
travel comfortably and take with you some extra items that 
support your ride. 

Size: 65 x 15 x 15

• Greensphere material: 100% Organic Cotton
• 3M Reflection
• Roll-Top closure
• Compression cord

Handlebar Bag 
Canvas Venture

Venture

41503200-033 Blue Steel  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 80    DKK 599

A small spare pocket for the bicycle, that is the AGU Snack-
Pack Venture. Perfect for carrying an extra water bottle and 
some food for the road. Made of strong, organic cotton with 
a water-repellent PFAS-free DWR coating. 

Size: 9 x 16 x 9

• Greensphere material: 100% Organic Cotton
• 3M Reflection
• Two mesh side pockets
• Can be attached to both sides of the handlebar
• One-handed opening and closing

Snack-Pack Canvas 
Venture

Venture

41504200-033 Blue Steel  1 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 35    DKK 269

Is your back pocket too small or do you need a little extra 
space? The AGU Top Tube Bag offers a solution. Convenient 
to reach while in a cycling position for a snack on the go, 
storing your phone or a rain jacket. 

Size: 6 x 12 x 23

• Greensphere material: 100% Organic Cotton
• 3M Reflection
• YKK zipper (water repellent)
• Mesh inner pockets
• Removable compartment divider

Top-Tube Canvas 
Frame Bag Venture

Venture

41503400-033 Blue Steel  0,7 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 40    DKK 299

The Tube Frame bag is made for the true adventurer. For 
those who dare to cover long distances by bike. Take your 
belongings with you easily and comfortably, so that you can 
fully enjoy being on the road. 

Size: 3 L, 4 L & 5,5 L

• Greensphere material: 100% Organic Cotton
• 3M Reflection
• YKK zipper (water repellent)
• Hydration port

Tube Canvas Frame 
Bag Venture

Venture

41503600-033 Blue Steel  3 L

41503800-033 Blue Steel  4 L

41504000-033 Blue Steel  5,5 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 75    DKK 599

The Seat pack Venture is for the adventurous cyclists 
among us. Easily take things with you on your road bike or 
gravel bike and give your rides some extra comfort. 

Size: 10 x 15 x 50

• Greensphere material: 100% Organic Cotton
• 3M Reflection
• Waterproof thanks to Dryliner Technology
• Compression cord

Seat-Pack Canvas 
Venture

Venture

41503000-033 Blue Steel  10 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 90    DKK 699
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Designed in collaboration with professional cyclist Wout 
van Aert. The Roll Bag handlebar bag is very functional, 
waterrepellent and also very stylish. With the Undyed 
colorway, we take the next step in our sustainable journey. 

Size: 20 x 10 x 10

• Material: 100% recycled Polyester (Greensphere)
• Highly reflective AGU logo (3M reflection)
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Side mesh pockets
• Water repellent DWR-coating

Roll Bag Handlebar 
Bag Venture

Venture

41503202-027 Undyed  1,5 L

41503202-019 Reflective Mist  1,5 L

41503202-000 Black  1,5 L

41503202-555 Vintage  1,5 L

4153201-586 Highland Green  1,5 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 40    DKK 299

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 40    DKK 299

€ 40    DKK 299

€ 40    DKK 299

The Bar bag handlebar bag was designed together with 
Team Visma | Lease a Bike rider Robert Gesink. Because 
those who spend a lot of time on their bicycles know exactly 
what is useful and what is not.

Size: 25 x 12 x 7

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 
Polyester

• High visibility by 3M reflection
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Inner side mesh pockets
• Inner divider
• Removable  shoulder strap

Bar Bag Handlebar 
Bag Venture

Venture

41503201-019 Reflective Mist  2 L

41503201-000 Black  2 L

41503201-555 Vintage  2 L

4153201-586 Highland Green  2 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 50    DKK 399

€ 50    DKK 399

€ 50    DKK 399

Our Venture Handlebar bag is made from Greensphere 
water-repellent 100% recycled polyester, with a roll-top 
construction that shields your gear from dirt and moisture. 
Attached solidly to the bars with a system of multiple 
straps, the pack offers valuable storage space without 
influencing the handling of your bike negatively. With the 
included spacers you create ample room for your cables 
and navigation, and the high quality 3M reflective elements 
guarantee visibility in low-light conditions. The color variant 
‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that ensures 
you are highly visible during the dark days. 

Size: 65 x 15 x 15

• Roll-top opening
• High visibility by 3M Reflection
• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 

Polyester
• Spacers and straps with quick release buckles
• Compression straps

Handlebar Bag 
Venture

Venture

415032 Black  17 L

41503200-000 Reflective Mist  17 L

41503200-011 Army Green  17 L

41503200-555 Vintage  17 L

41503200-586 Highland Green  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

A small spare tank for the bike, that’s the snack pack 
Venture. Perfect for carrying an extra water bottle and some 
food for the road. 

Size: 9 x 16 x 9

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 
Polyester

• High visibility by 3M reflection
• Two external mesh pockets
• One handed opening and closure

Snack-Pack Venture
Venture

415042 Black  1 L

41504200-000 Reflective Mist  1 L

41504200-555 Vintage  1 L

4154200-586 Highland Green  1 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 30    DKK 229

€ 35    DKK 269

€ 30    DKK 229

€ 30    DKK 229
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The Venture Top Tube Bag is the perfect storage for items 
you want to keep within reach while your riding. The zipper 
is easy to open with one hand, to offer quick access to 
your stuff such as your phone or a snack. The color variant 
‘Reflection Mist’ has a reflective overall print that ensures 
you are highly visible during the dark days. 

Size: 6 x 12 x 23

• Green Sphere material: recycled water-repellent 
Polyester

• High visibility by 3M reflection
• One handed zipper opening
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Inner side mesh pockets
• Inner divider

Top-Tube Frame Bag 
Venture

Venture

41503400-027 Undyed  0,7 L

415034 Black  0,7 L

41503400-000 Reflective Mist  0,7 L

41503400-555 Vintage  0,7 L

4153400-586 Highland Green  0,7 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 35    DKK 299

€ 35    DKK 269

€ 40    DKK 299

€ 35    DKK 269

€ 35    DKK 269

The Venture Frame Bag is made of Greensphere, water-
resistant polyester. The Frame Bag features a water-
resistant YKK zipper and has a large compartment with 
a passage for a hydration system. Additionally, the bag 
enhances visibility with 3M Reflective elements. Through 
the modular attachment system, the straps can be secured 
in the desired locations. 

Size: 3 L, 4 L & 5,5 L

• Green Sphere material: Recycled Polyester
• YKK (waterresistant) Zipper
• Hydration Port

Tube Frame Bag 
Venture

Venture

415036 Black  3 L

415038 Black  4 L

415040 Black  5,5 L

41503600-000 Reflective Black  3 L

41503800-000 Reflective Black  4 L

41504000-000 Reflective Black  5,5 L

41503600-011 Army Green  3 L

41503800-011 Army Green  4 L

41504000-011 Army Green  5,5 L

41503600-586 Highland Green  3 L

41503800-586 Highland Green  4 L

41504000-586 Highland Green  5,5 L

41503600-555 Vintage  3 L

41503800-555 Vintage  4 L

41504000-555 Vintage  5,5 L

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 65    DKK 499

The Venture Seat Pack is an essential part of any 
bikepacking trip. Easily attached underneath your saddle, 
you won’t even notice it’s there until you need your dry 
clothes or sleeping kit. The waterproof Dryliner Tech inner 
and roll-top construction keep your gear clean and dry even 
in the most vile of conditions, so you can focus on finding 
the best possible routes. With its robust appearance and 
reinforced parts in critical places, this bag will continue to be 
serve for many trips to come. The color variant ‘Reflection 
Mist’ has a reflective overall print that ensures you are highly 
visible during the dark days. 

Size: 10 x 15 x 50

• Roll-top opening
• Waterproof through Dryliner Technology
• High visibility by 3M Reflection
• Made of recycled water-repellent Polyester
• Compression straps

Seat-Pack Venture
Venture

415030 Black  10 L

41503000-000 Reflective Mist  10 L

41503000-011 Army Green  10 L

41503000-555 Vintage  10 L

41503000-586 Highland Green  10 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 90    DKK 699

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

This backpack is a carry-all solution for off-road adventures. 
Made from robust water-repellent fabric and the back panel 
has 3D moulded padding for comfort and ventilation. Keep 
your tools organized, your snacks and hydration accessible. 

Size: 24 x 46 x 13

• Hydration system compartment for 2 Liter (hydration 
bag not included)

• Tool compartment
• Mesh side pockets
• Adjustable helmet net
• Lightloop
• Gear carry straps

Backpack Venture 
Medium

Venture

41160101-000 Black  9 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 100    DKK 749
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Our Handlebar Pack combines ease of use with extreme 
weatherproofness. Fix the holster to your bars for the 
duration of your ride and when you need your gear, simply 
take the 100% waterproof drybag out of the holster. Made 
from sustainable materials. 

Size: 30 x 18 x 18

• Dry Bag made of 100% waterproof recycled polyester
• Holster made of 1000D Cordura fabric
• Dry bag has a valve to eliminate excess air and 

maximize packing space
• High visibility by 3M Reflection
• Spacers and straps with quick release buckles

Handlebar Bag 
Venture Extreme 
Waterproof

Venture Extreme

41503203-000 Black  9,6 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 100    DKK 749 The ultimate waterproof solution for everything you want 
close at hand and keep dry during your ride. The Top-tube 
bag has an easy access magnet lid so that you can open 
and close the bag with one hand. You can fix the bag to your 
seat tube or stem. 

Size: 21 x 11 x 6

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• High visibility by 3M reflection
• One handed magnetic opening

Top-Tube Frame Bag 
Venture Extreme 
Waterproof

Venture Extreme

41503401-000 Black  0,7 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 40    DKK 299 This frame pack for your bikepacking hardware is fully 
waterproof and outfitted with mesh pockets, a detachable 
divider and loops to keep your gear organized in the bag. 
With three sizes, there is always a perfect size for all your 
adventures. 

Size: 

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• High visibility by 3M reflection
• YKK (water-repellent) zipper closure
• Inner side mesh pockets and inner divider
• Two velcros to store a compact bicycle pump at the 

inner top of the bag

Tube Frame Bag 
Venture Extreme 
Waterproof

Venture Extreme

41503601-000 Black  3 L

41503801-000 Black  4 L

41504001-000 Black  5,5 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 90    DKK 699

Our Seat Pack combines ease of use with extreme 
weatherproofness. Fix the holster to your seat tube for the 
duration of your ride and when you need your gear, simply 
take the 100% waterproof drybag out of the holster. Made 
from sustainable materials. 

Size: 50 x 15 x 10

• Dry Bag made of 100% waterproof recycled polyester
• Holster made of 1000D Cordura fabric
• Dry bag has a valve to eliminate excess air and 

maximize packing space
• High visibility by 3M Reflection
• Compression straps

Seat-Pack Venture 
Extreme Waterproof

Venture Extreme

41503001-000 Black  9 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 120    DKK 899
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The Dry Bag Handlebar-Pack Venture fits to the AGU 
Handlebar bag holster and can be used to replace a worn 
or torn bag. Made from sustainable materials, the bag has 
a volume of 9,6 liter, is 100% waterproof and guaranteed to 
keep your gear dry. 

Size: 18 x 18 x 38

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Dry bag has a valve to remove excess air and maximize 

storage space
• Intended for AGU Handlebar Bag Venture Extreme art. 

41503203-000

Dry Bag Handlebar 
Bag Venture Extreme

Venture Extreme

41504402-000 Black  9,6 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 45    DKK 349 The Dry Bag Seat-Pack Venture fits to the AGU Seat Pack 
holster and can be used to replace a worn or torn bag. Made 
from sustainable materials, the bag has a volume of 9 liter, 
is 100% waterproof and guaranteed to keep your gear safe 
and dry. 

Size: 22 x 22 x 58

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Dry bag has a valve to remove excess air and maximize 

storage space
• Intended for AGU Seat-Pack Venture Extreme art. 

41503001-000

Dry Bag Seat-Pack 
Venture Extreme 
Waterproof

Venture Extreme

41504401-000 Black  9 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 35    DKK 269
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With this Bolt-On Top-Tube Frame Bag, you can adventure 
through all kinds of weather. The waterproof drybag 
protects your belongings during your ride. 

Size: 21 x 11 x 5

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Mounting by screws to the frame for extra fixation
• One-Handed magnetic closure
• Two inner mesh pockets
• Removable inner divider

Bolt-On Top-Tube 
Frame Bag Venture 
Extreme Pro

Venture Extreme Pro

41503402-000 Black  0,7 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 50    DKK 399 Replacement bag for AGU Fork-Pack Frame Bag Venture 
Extreme Pro art. 41504600-000. 

Size: 13 x 30 x 13

• 100% Waterproof recycled polyester
• Dry bag has a valve to remove excess air and maximize 

packing space
• Intended for AGU Fork-Pack Frame Bag Venture 

Extreme Pro art. 41504600-000.

Dry Bag 3L Frame Bag
Venture Extreme Pro

Venture Extreme Pro

41504403-000 Black  3 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 40    DKK 299With this Handlebar-Pack, you can adventure through all 
kinds of weather. The waterproof drybag protects your 
belongings during your ride. Detach the drybag from the 
aluminium holster to easily take it with you, leaving the 
holster on your bike. 

Size: 30 x 18 x 25

• Dry Bag made of 100% waterproof recycled polyester
• Holster made of lightweight aluminium
• Dry bag has a valve to remove excess air and maximize 

packing space
• Includes two rubber straps to quickly and easily attach 

and remove the Dry Bag

Handlebar Bag 
Venture Extreme Pro

Venture Extreme Pro

41503204-000 Black  9,6 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 180    DKK 1349 With this Fork-Pack Frame Bag, you can adventure through 
all kinds of weather. The waterproof drybag protects your 
belongings during your ride. Detach the drybag from the 
aluminium holster to easily take it with you, leaving the 
holster on your bike. 

Size: 13 x 30 x 13

• Dry Bag made of 100% waterproof recycled polyester
• Holster made of lightweight aluminium
• Dry bag has a valve to remove excess air and maximize 

packing space
• Includes two rubber straps to quickly and easily attach 

and remove the Dry Bag

Fork-Pack Frame Bag
Venture Extreme Pro

Venture Extreme Pro

41504600-000  3 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 90    DKK 699
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Give your bike and every ride extra colour with the Nyla 
Shopper Bike Bag of Fastrider. Thanks to the shoulder strap 
and the simple attachment system, the bag is easy to take 
with you in the store. Do your shopping by bike, together 
with the Fastrider Nyla Shopper Bike Bag. 

Size: 37 x 39 x 14

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Enough volume
• Click’nGo Fixed Hooks
• Including detachable shoulder belt
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Nyla Shopper Single 
Bike Bag Trend 
Click’nGo

Trend

20120400-575 Flourish  20 L

20120400-620 Lola Flower  20 L

20120400-540 Jungle  20 L  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

€ 65    DKK 499

With its playful graphics and rounded corners the NYLA 
double bag is ideal for those who are looking for a striking 
yet versatile bicycle bag that conveniently attaches to their 
bikes. Made of recycled polyester as part of our RETHINK 
program, the water-repellent fabric has been fitted with 
reflective elements to enhance visibilty. Rainflaps keep 
the weather out and with the double velcro/buckle-strap 
closure you can rest assured your possessions remain dry 
and safe inside. 

Size: 36 x 29 x 15

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by quick release and Velcro
• Possibility for using the distance spacer
• Can be used in combination with carrier straps
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Nyla Double Bike Bag 
Trend

Trend

20110400-540 Jungle  32 L

20110400-575 Flourish  32 L

20110400-620 Lola Flower  32 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

Besides the large bicycle bags, Fastrider also has a beautiful 
collection of children’s bicycle bags, especially for the little 
ones among us who, just like their mum or dad, want to 
easily store their luggage during cycling. The bag is made of 
water-repellent recycled polyester, has two quick releases to 
close the bag properly and has reflection for good visibility 
in the dark. 

Size: 30 x 28 x 14

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Reflection for optimum visibility
• Flap to be closed by velcro
• Can be used in combination with carrier straps
• Mounting by straps and velcro

Nyla Double Bike Bag 
Trend Small

Trend

20150400-576 Flourish  22 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 50    DKK 399
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A reliable mix of fun contemporary design and 
multifunctional usability is what the NARA single bag offers. 
Easily taken off the bike to use as a shoulder bag when 
shopping or going to work, and well at home in any urban 
environment due to its solid water-repellent contruction. 
The reflective elements ensure good visibility when riding in 
the dark. This bag is a good choice for e-bikes. 

Size: 34 x 36 x 14

• Water-repellent Polyester
• Equipped with rain ears
• Including adjustable shoulder strap
• Reflection at side for optimum visibility
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Including KlickFix Vario hooks

Nara Single Bike Bag 
Trend

Trend

20203211 Black  17 L

20120901-534 Forest Fruit  17 L

20120901-547 Deco Aubergine  17 L

20120901-541 Mini Flower Aubergine  17 L

20120901-542 Mini Flower Blue  17 L

20120901-621 Groove  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

A reliable mix of fun contemporary design and a high degree 
of usability is what the NARA double bag offers. The water-
respellent fabric and the construction with rainflaps keep 
your luggage dry in rainy conditions, while the reflective 
elements ensure good visibility when riding in the dark. 
This roomy bag would make a good choice for e-bikes 
and can be used in combiantion with the MIK system for 
attachment. 

Size: 31 x 36 x 15

• Water-repellent Polyester
• Reflection at side for optimum visibility
• Equipped with rain ears
• Compatible with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)
• Suitable for E-bikes
• Flap to be closed by quick release

Nara Double Bike Bag 
Trend

Trend

20203201 Black  33 L

20110901-547 Deco Aubergine  33 L

20110901-541 Mini Flower Aubergine  33 L

20110901-621 Groove  33 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

The very playfull and fashionable design makes this bikebag 
a real fashion statement. The water-repellent polyester 
ensures that your luggage stays dry in rainy conditions. This 
bag is suitable for e-bikes and can be easily attached to your 
luggage carrier with E-Vario Hooks. The bag includes an 
adjustable shoulder belt so you can turns this bike bag into a 
shoulderbag in no time. 

Size: 34 x 36 x 14

• Recycled water-repellent Polyester
• Reflection for optimum visibility
• Including adjustable shoulder belt
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Suitable for E-bikes
• Mounting by E-bike Vario hooks

Livia Single Bike Bag 
Trend

Trend

20120902-023 Black  17 L

20120902-024 Olive Green  17 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 55    DKK 449

€ 55    DKK 449

The very playfull and fashionable design makes this bike 
bag a real fashion statement. The water-repellent polyester 
ensures that your luggage stays dry in rainy conditions. 
This bag is suitable for e-bikes and compatible to be used in 
combination with the MIK system. 

Size: 36 x 31 x 15

• Recycled water-repellent Polyester
• Reflection for optimum visibility
• Possibility for using the distance spacer
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Can be used in combination with carrier straps

Livia Double Bike Bag 
Trend

Trend

20110902-024 Olive Green  33 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549
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Designed for the urban cyclist, the FastRider Jaxx Pannier 
Bag brings style, quality and comfort to your everyday ride. 

Size: 13 x 36 x 30

• 3IN1 - Bike bag, laptop backpack and shoulder bag
• Water-repellent
• Mounting by Click’nGo Fixed Hooks
• Inner compartment for 14 inch laptop
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Jaxx II Single Bike 
Bag/Backpack Trend 
Click’nGo

Trend

20120907-618 Peach  14 L  

20120907-619 Mahogany Brown  14 L

20120907-592 Lilac  14 L  

20120900-577 Navy  14 L

20120900-579 Taupe  14 L

20120907-000 Black  14 L

20120907-511 Eggplant  14 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

The Jaxx was designed for the urban cyclist and it adds 
style, quality and comfort to your daily cycling commute. 
The materials are carefully selected to protect your laptop or 
tablet from wind and weather. So you focus only on arriving 
at your destination quickly and safely. The minimalistic 
design makes this bag a stylish eye-catcher. 

Size: 30 x 36 x 13

• Water-repellent
• Reflective elements for optimal visibility
• Possibility for spacer
• Bag closes with buckle and velcro
• Mounting by straps and velcro
• MIK compatible (MIK system not included)

Jaxx II Double Bike 
Bag Trend

Trend

20110900-000 Black  28 L

20110900-551 Eggplant  28 L

20110900-577 Navy  28 L

20110900-579 Taupe  28 L

20110900-592 Lilac  28 L

20110900-618 Peach  28 L

20110900-619 Mahogany Brown  28 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

Designed for the urban cyclist, the Jaxx adds style, quality 
and comfort to your daily bike ride. The materials have been 
carefully chosen to protect your laptop or tablet against 
wind and weather, so you only have to focus on arriving at 
your destination quickly and safely. 

Size: 30 x 36 x 13

• Water-repellent
• Possibility for using the distance spacer (distance 

spacer not included)
• Including pre-assembled MIK system
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Jaxx II Double Bike 
Bag Trend MIK

Trend

20110905-000 Black  28 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 115    DKK 899 The Jaxx Waterproof is specifically designed for urban 
cyclists, blending style, premium quality, and comfort for 
your daily biking adventure. Carefully selected materials to 
ensure optimal protection against the elements, allowing 
you to focus solely on reaching your destination quickly 
and safely. 

Size: 30 x 36 x 13

• 100% Waterproof PU and Recycled Polyester
• Reflective elements for optimal visibility
• Bag closes with buckle and velcro
• Mounting with straps and Velcro
• Can be used with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)

Jaxx Double Bike Bag 
Trend Waterproof

Trend

20110906-000 Black  28 L

20110906-588 Eucalyptus  28 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 100    DKK 749

€ 100    DKK 749
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Designed for urban cyclists, the Foldable Tote offers a 
perfect blend of style and functionality. Use this fashionable 
shopping bag only when needed, easily fold it in after use, 
and bring it for your next shopping ride. 

Size: 30 x 40 x 15

• Highly packable tote bike bag
• Lightweight
• Easy closing through elastic band
• To be mounted with hooks and velcro to the rear carrier

Foldable Tote Single 
Bike Bag Trend

Trend

20120101-581 Blue  18 L

20120101-582 Rust  18 L

20120101-592 Purple  18 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 25    DKK 189

€ 25    DKK 189

€ 25    DKK 189

The Jaxx Single Bike Bag Office Bag is the bag for every 
bicycle commuter. Take your laptop or tablet with you on 
the bike and go in style. With the new Jaxx Single Bike 
Bag Office Bag from Fastrider you opt for style, without 
sacrificing comfort. 

Size: 38 x 30 x 12

• 3IN1 - Bike bag, laptop bag and a shoulder bag
• Water-repellent
• Click’nGo Fixed Hooks
• Inner compartment for 14 inch laptop
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Jaxx II Single Bike 
Bag/Office Bag Trend 
Click’nGo

Trend

20120906-000 Black  14 L

20120906-579 Taupe  14 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 80    DKK 599

€ 80    DKK 599

The CELO single bag emanates an effortlessly classic look 
through its sturdy water-repellent washed canvas fabric, 
that is fitted with a zipper for fast opening and closure. 
Timeless though its style may be, contemporary reflective 
elements have been implemented for extra safety, and a 
reinforced bottom adds extra durability. 

Size: 33 x 44 x 12

• Water-repellent washed canvas
• Enough volume
• Equipped with zipper closure
• With handles
• Reinforced bottom
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Celo Shopper Single 
Bike Bag Trend 
Click’nGo

Trend

20120501-514 Blue  17 L

20120501-011 Green  17 L

20120501-014 Anthracite  17 L

  

  

  

€ 60    DKK 449

€ 60    DKK 449

€ 60    DKK 449

The CELO double bag emanates an effortlessly classic look 
through its sturdy water-repellent washed canvas fabric, 
that is fitted with rainflaps for extra protection. Timeless 
though its style may be, modern buckle straps allow for 
fast closure, and reflective elements have been added for 
extra safety. 

Size: 37 x 31 x 15

• Water-repellent washed canvas
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Possibility for using the distance spacer
• Can be used in combination with carrier straps
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Celo Double Bike Bag 
Trend

Trend

20110500-011 Green  34 L

20110500-514 Blue  34 L

20110500-014 Anthracite  34 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599
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The Isas water-repellent Trunkbag exudes robust nostalgia 
with its weathered canvas look. Beneath this vintage allure 
lie modern features such as reflective elements, a bottle 
holder, and practical adaptations for the stable MIK system 
(MIK not included). A perfect blend of stylish charm and 
contemporary innovations. 

Size: 32 x 22 x 20

• Water-repellent washed canvas
• Reflective elements for optimal visibility
• Handle and detachable shoulder strap
• Bottle holder
• Rear carrier attachment via Velcro
• Can be attached using MIK (MIK system not included)

Isas Trunkbag Bag 
Trend

Trend

20160600-014 Antracite  14 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 65    DKK 499 The robust nostalgic vibe of the ISAS water-repellent single 
bag is amplified by the faux-leather straps and washed 
coated canvas fabric. Yet the bag is brimming with modern 
futures such as a partition for your laptop and reflective 
elements. The zipper allows for quick and easy access to 
your goods and a detachable shoulder strap makes for 
convenient carrying off the bike. 

Size: 40 x 34 x 12

• Water-repellent coated washed canvas
• Possibility to storage your latop or tablet
• Equipped with zipper closure
• With handles
• Including detachable shoulder belt
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Isas Single Bike Bag 
Trend

Trend

20120600-014 Antracite  16 L

20120600-015 Sand  16 L

20120600-507 Brown  16 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

€ 75    DKK 599

The robust nostalgic vibe of the ISAS water-repellent double 
bag is amplified by the faux-leather straps and washed 
coated canvas fabric. Yet the bag is brimming with modern 
futures such as a magnetic closure, reflective elements, 
rainflaps and compatibilty with the convenient MIK system. 
The bag can be fitted with an extender to prevent it getting 
stuck in the back wheel. 

Size: 37 x 32 x 14

• Water-repellent coated washed canvas
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by magnet and Velcro
• Possibility for using the distance spacer
• Can be used in combination with carrier straps
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Isas Double Bike Bag 
Trend

Trend

20110600-014 Antracite  33 L

20110600-015 Sand  33 L

20110600-507 Brown  33 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 85    DKK 649

€ 85    DKK 649

€ 85    DKK 649
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The design of our Canvas double bags shows that some 
classics never go out of style, but this construction of 
rugged water-repellent waxed canvas also benefits 
from modern technology. We took care to reinforce the 
bag in critical areas to retain its spacious shape, while 
implemented rainflaps provide extra protection from bad 
weather. The bombproof buckle straps allow for reliable 
closure day after day, and the bag comes with a 5 year 
warranty so you can keep riding in comfort. 

Size: 39 x 33 x 17

• Water-repellent waxed canvas
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Possibility for using the distance spacer (distance 

spacer not included)
• Slant shape for ease use
• Reflection for optimum visibility
• Compatible with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)
• Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Canvas 41L Hybrid 
Double Bike Bag 
Basics

20112300-000 Black  41 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 83    DKK 649 The design of our Canvas double bags shows that some 
classics never go out of style, but this construction of 
rugged water-repellent waxed canvas also benefits 
from modern technology. We took care to reinforce the 
bag in critical areas to retain its spacious shape, while 
implemented rainflaps provide extra protection from bad 
weather. The bombproof buckle straps allow for reliable 
closure day after day, and the bag comes with a 5 year 
warranty so you can keep riding in comfort. 

Size: 39 x 33 x 18

• Water-repellent waxed canvas
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Possibility for using the distance spacer (distance 

spacer not included)
• Can be used in combination with carrier straps
• Reflection for optimum visibility
• Compatible with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)
• Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Canvas 47L Double 
Bike Bag Basics

20110300-000 Black  47 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 83    DKK 649 The design of our Canvas double bags shows that some 
classics never go out of style, but this construction of 
rugged water-repellent waxed canvas also benefits 
from modern technology. We took care to reinforce the 
bag in critical areas to retain its spacious shape, while 
implemented rainflaps provide extra protection from bad 
weather. The bombproof buckle straps allow for reliable 
closure day after day, and the bag comes with a 5 year 
warranty so you can keep riding in comfort. 

Size: 39 x 33 x 22

• Water-repellent waxed canvas
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Possibility for using the distance spacer (distance 

spacer not included)
• Can be used in combination with carrier straps
• Reflection for optimum visibility
• Compatible with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)
• Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Canvas 56L Double 
Bike Bag Basics

20113300-000 Black  56 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 85    DKK 649 The design of our Canvas double bags shows that some 
classics never go out of style, but this construction of 
rugged water-repellent waxed canvas also benefits 
from modern technology. We took care to reinforce the 
bag in critical areas to retain its spacious shape, while 
implemented rainflaps provide extra protection from bad 
weather. The bombproof buckle straps allow for reliable 
closure day after day, and the bag comes with a 5 year 
warranty so you can keep riding in comfort. 

Size: 42 x 34 x 23

• Water-repellent waxed canvas
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Option for a spacer (spacer not included)
• Recess for bungee cords
• Equipped with reflectors
• Compatible with MIK system (MIK system not 

included)
• Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Canvas 65L Double 
Bike Bag Basics

20111300-000 Black  65 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 90    DKK 699
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This double bike bag is made from undyed, sustainable jute 
and cotton, is very waterrepellent and has a large carrying 
volume as well. The perfect solution if you have a lot to 
transport and you want to look good and feel good while 
doing so. 

Size: 

• Water-repellent waxed canvas
• Re Think material: Undyed Canvas made of 60% cotton 

and 40% jute
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Possibility for using the distance spacer (distance 

spacer not included)
• Can be used in combination with carrier straps
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Canvas Jute/Cotton 
Double Bike Bag 
Basics

Basics

20113300-015 Undyed  56 L

20111300-015 Undyed  65 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 85    DKK 649

€ 90    DKK 699

Our Shopper Luxe model has been fitted with a practical 
pocket in the front and a zip-closure on top for fast and 
easy access to your belongings. Made of recycled polyester 
as part of our RETHINK program, it combines a subtle, 
understated design with handy contemporary additions for 
intensive everyday use. This water-repellent bag contains 
a reinforced inner and reflective elements for enhanced 
visibility, and is also ideal for use on e-bikes. 

Size: 37 x 39 x 16

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Enough volume
• Equipped with flap and zipper closure
• With handles
• Reinforced bottom and sides
• Reflection for optimum visibility

Lasse Luxe Shopper 
Single Bike Bag 
Basics

Basics

20121100-000 Black  23 L

20121100-558 Dex  23 L

20121100-622 Check  23 L

20121101-007 Grey  23 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 53    DKK 399

€ 57    DKK 449

€ 57    DKK 449

€ 53    DKK 399

This is a reliable, durable companion for daily usage on 
the bike. Made of recycled polyester, the Dex offers plenty 
of room for all your things and keeps them dry and safe 
in all conditions. The bag features reflective elements for 
increased visibility on the road. 

Size: 34 x 35 x 15

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Reflective elements for optimal visibility
• Possibility for spacer
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Mounting by straps and velcro
• Reinforced bottom for extra stability

Dex Double Bike Bag 
Basics

Basics

20110101-000 Black  36 L

20110101-622 Check  36 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

€ 70    DKK 549

Our Hybrid double bag has a robust sense of functionality 
that is built to withstand the rigours of daily use. Its diagonal 
edges are designed for unobstructed pedalling motion at 
all times. Made of recycled water-repellent polyester with 
rainflaps to provide extra wet weather protection, and 
reflective elements add an important aspect of safety. 

Size: 

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Equipped with rain ears
• Flap to be closed by quick release
• Mounting with straps and velcro
• Angled bag for easy cycling
• Equipped with reflectors

Bodyl Hybrid Double 
Bike Bag Basics

Basics

20112100-000 Black  26 L

20112100-007 Grey  26 L

20113100-000 Black  35 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 58    DKK 449

€ 58    DKK 449

€ 62    DKK 499
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Lightweight packing bag made of water-repellent polyester. 
Equipped with quick fasteners. With handle, adjustable and 
removable shoulder strap and a gray rain cover. Attachment 
with suspension hooks and velcro to the luggage rack. 

Size: 28 x 35 x 14

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Reflective elements for optimal visibility
• Includes detachable shoulder strap
• Flap can be closed with a quick-release
• Includes rain cover
• Mounting using Click’nGo Fixed Hooks

Unibag Traffic Single 
Bike Bag Basics 
Click’nGo

Basics

20203511-011 Army Green  14 L

20203511-000 Black  14 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 45    DKK 349

Lightweight double bag made of water-repellent polyester. 
The bag has a recess for carrier straps and LED lighting, has 
quick fasteners and reflection (yarn). 

Size: 28 x 35 x 14

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Reflective elements for optimal visibility
• Flap can be closed with a quick-release
• Includes rain cover
• Attached with straps and velcro

Unibag Traffic Double 
Bike Bag Basics

Basics

20203501 Black  28 L

20203501-011 Army Green  28 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 60    DKK 449

€ 60    DKK 449

The Pendler bicycle bag serves an excellent purpose as a 
business eye catcher. Not only because of the minimalist 
design, but also because of the ease of use. By using 
water-repellent polyester your goods are protected against 
rain. The reflective elements ensure good visibility when 
riding in the dark. Moreover, this bag can also be used in 
combination with the MIK system. 

Size: 29 x 32 x 13

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Reflective elements for optimal visibility
• Possibility for spacer
• Bag closes with buckle and velcro
• Mounting by straps and velcro
• Pannier can be used in combination with the MIK 

system (MIK not included)

Pendler Double Bike 
Bag Basics

20203402 Antracite  24 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 75    DKK 599 Our Dot single bag brings an element of playful functionality 
to your bike. The solid handles and zipper closure are ideal 
for easy access on the go, and with its water-repellent 
fabrics, reinforced bottom plate and reflective elements this 
shopper can surely hold its own during daily use. Made of 
recycled polyester as part of our RETHINK program. 

Size: 34 x 37 x 15

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Enough volume
• Equipped with zipper closure
• With handles
• Reinforced bottom
• Reflection for optimum visibility
• Suitable for E-bikes
• Easy to mount by E-bike Vario hooks and Velcro

Dot Shopper Single 
Bike Bag Basics

20123100-000 Black  19 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 45    DKK 349
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Exuding a rugged look with water-repellent materials 
that are truly meant for enduring intensive daily use, 
our Tarpaulin double bag offers plenty of space for your 
belongings. Reinforced in critical areas, and the weighted 
flaps provide reliable closure even in heavy winds and rain. 
The bag can also be fitted with an extender to prevent it 
getting stuck in the back wheel. 

Size: 38 x 34 x 18

• Water-repellent Tarpaulin
• Weighted flap against blow-up
• Flap to be closed by Velcro
• Option for a spacer
• Foldable bag
• Equipped with reflectors

Tarpaulin Cargo Double Bike 
Bag Basics

Basics

20111200-000 Black  46 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 70    DKK 549

Everyone who has ever had the advantage of using one of 
these practical bicycle crates can attest to their practical 
nature. Our models come with handles and are suited for 
both the front- or rear carrier. 

Size: 30 x 14 x 20

• Plastic material
• The crate has handles
• Can be mounted on front as well back carrier

Bike Crate Small

20232800-000 Black  8 L

20232800-520 Pink  8 L

20232800-001 White  8 L  

  

€ 16    DKK 119

€ 16    DKK 119

€ 16    DKK 119
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Everyone who has ever had the advantage of using one of 
these practical bicycle crates can attest to their practical 
nature. Our models come with handles and are suited for 
both the front- or rear carrier. 

Size: 29 x 22 x 40

• Plastic material
• The crate has handles
• Can be mounted on front as well back carrier

Bike Crate Medium

20231802-520 Old Pink  22 L

20231802-000 Black  22 L

20231802-001 White  22 L

20231802-025 Mint Green  22 L

20231802-531 Blue Grey  22 L

20231802-014 Antracite  22 L

20231802-013 Pink  22 L

20231802-011 Army Green  22 L

20231802-007 Grey  22 L

20231802-004 Blue  22 L

20231802-505 Light Blue  22 L

20231802-511 Brown  22 L

20231802-551 Eggplant  22 L

20231802-015 Naturel  22 L

  

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

€ 19    DKK 149

Everyone who has ever had the advantage of using one of 
these practical bicycle crates can attest to their practical 
nature and ease in use. Our models come with handles and 
are suited for both the front- or rear carrier. 

Size: 35 x 27 x 43

• Plastic material
• The crate has handles
• Can be mounted on front as well back carrier

Bike Crate Large

20066121 Black  34 L

20066126 White  34 L

20066129 Pink  34 L

20300201 Brown  34 L

20300202 Grey  34 L

20300203 Blue  34 L

20300204 Army Green  34 L

20300210 Mint Green  34 L

20300211 Light Blue  34 L

20300212 Old Pink  34 L

20300213 Blue Grey  34 L

20230801-000 Antracite  34 L

20230800-551 Eggplant  34 L

20230800-015 Naturel  34L

  

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199

€ 26    DKK 199
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Our handmade rattan basket with its stout handles and 
weaving brings a robust natural element to your bike, and 
offers plenty of durable carrying space for your groceries 
or other luggage. 

Size: 8 L, 17 L & 26 L

• Handmade rattan material
• The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick 

strands
• With handles
• Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket

Zeno Rattan Bike 
Basket

20065102 Naturel  8 L 

20300305 Brown  8 L

20300513 Naturel  17 L

20300514 Brown  17 L

20065412 Naturel  26 L

20300301 Brown  26 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 40    DKK 299 

€ 40    DKK 299 

€ 45    DKK 349

€ 45    DKK 349 

€ 50    DKK 399 

€ 50    DKK 399

Our handmade covered rattan basket with its stout handles 
and weaving brings a robust natural element to your 
bike, and offers plenty of durable carrying space for your 
groceries or other luggage. 

Size: 8 L, 17 L & 26 L

• Handmade rattan material
• The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick 

strands
• With handles
• Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket

Sera Rattan Bike 
Basket Lid

20065002 Naturel  8 L 

20300304 Brown  8 L

20300511 Naturel  17 L

20300512 Brown  17 L

20065812 Naturel  26 L 

20300302 Brown  26 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 47    DKK 349

€ 47    DKK 349

€ 52    DKK 399

€ 52    DKK 399

€ 57    DKK 449

€ 57    DKK 449

The fashionable black dip dye creates a whole new look for 
our handmade rattan basket. With its stout handles and 
weaving it brings a robust natural element to your bike, and 
offers plenty of durable carrying space for your groceries 
or other luggage. Although all materials are very carefully 
selected, the black color may wear off over time. 

Size: 17 L & 26 L

• Handmade rattan material
• The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick 

strands
• With handles
• Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket

Nero Rattan Bike 
Basket

20220702-000 Naturel  17 L

20220703-000 Naturel  26 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 50    DKK 399

€ 55    DKK 449

Our handmade rattan basket with its handle and stout 
weaving brings a robust natural element to your bike, and 
offers plenty of durable carrying space for your groceries or 
other luggage. The faux-leather handle adds a subtle touch 
of luxury and the practical hooks allow for easy attachment 
to the handlebars. 

Size: 30 x 26 x 40

• Handmade rattan material
• The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick 

strands
• With handle
• Mounting at bike with hooks

Elif Rattan Bike 
Basket

20065620 Naturel  16 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 43    DKK 349
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The Fastrider Rotan Dogbasket was developed specifically 
to safely carry your pet along with you on the bike. Natural 
rotan materials give this basket a smart look and feel, while 
the metal wiring keeps your dog secure in the basket during 
the ride. The basket makes use of the proven and reliable 
KLICKfix system to securely attach to your bicycle. 

Size: 36 x 30 x 55

• Safe and easy to use
• The metal dome can be quickly and completely 

removed
• Mounting with KLICKfix UniKlip (included)

Jale Rattan Dog Bike 
Basket KLICKfix

20220700-015 Naturel  57 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 110    DKK 849 Cushion for Rattan Dog Basket (20220700-015). 

Size: 23 x 44 x 0.5

• Cushion for Jale Rattan Dog Basket (20220700-015)
• Water-repellent recycled polyester

Jale Dog Pillow

20320700-000 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 10    DKK 79 Dome for the rattan dog basket (20220700-015). This 
prevents your pet from jumping out of the basket. 

Size: 53 x 21 x 35

• Lightweight metal dome
• Black
• For rattan dog basket 20220700-015

Jale Metal Dome 
Accessory

20068150 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 30    DKK 229 This exclusive basket was specifically designed and 
developed to carry your canine companion on the bike 
with you. An integrated safety rack and belt keep your 
dog safely inside at all times, and there are a few practical 
pouches to carry accessories, toys or snacks with you on 
the go. Furthermore, this highly stable basket comes with a 
washable pillow, which we’re sure your dog will appreciate 
after a long trek in the woods. 

Size: 35 x 36 x 47

• Plastic material
• Equipped with safety rack and integrated safety belt
• Including Nylon pockets
• Including washable cushion for the dog
• Compatible with the KlickFix CC100 (not included)
• Load capacity max. 5 kg

Rino Dog Bike Basket 
KLICKfix

20062602 Grey  16 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 65    DKK 499
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This non-removable black metal handlebar basket is a solid 
option for everyday use. The basket has a carrying capacity 
of 5 kg for all your shopping and luggage. The Fast Lock 2.0 
attachment system is included and is suitable for Ahead 
stems and handlebars with a diameter of 22.8-28.7mm. 

Size: 24 x 24 x 34

• Basket is made of coarse mesh metal
• The basket has a fixed attachment to handlebar stem
• Is delivered with a Fastlock mount
• Specially suited for A-Head stem
• Maximum carrier capacity 5 kg.

Betuwe Bike Basket 
Non-Detachable

20068421 Black  15 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 34    DKK 259A contemporary classic for a broad target audience: the 
fine-mesh and coarse-mesh metal baskets from Fastrider 
are extensively and gladly used by large groups of cyclists 
who value affordable functionality and style. Although metal 
bike baskets have now achieved the status of a classic, 
a lot has changed in the intervening years: in terms of 
attachment (many baskets are easily removable), diversity 
(various sizes, coarse or fine mesh), material (special 
coatings to counter the effects of weather) and ease of use 
(some models are equipped with combination locks). What 
all the baskets have in common is the combination of luxury, 
practicality and a modern appearance. 

Size: 24 x 24 x 34

• Made of coarse meshed metal
• The basket is detachable
• With handle
• Including the Fastlock holder for mounting at your bike
• Especially suitable for Ahead stems with a diameter of 

22.2-28.7mm
• Load capacity max. 5 kg

Beemster Bike Basket 
Fast Lock

20068021 Black  15 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 40    DKK 299 This detachable black metal handlebar basket forms a solid 
option for use all around town with its maximum carrying 
capacity of 5 kg. Making use of the reliable KLICKfix system 
(adapter not included) to connect to the handlebars, this bag 
will prove a practical addition to any daily ride. 

Size: 24 x 24 x 34

• Made of coarse meshed metal
• The basket is detachable
• With handle
• To be mounted in combination with KLICKFix CC-100 

(not included)
• Load capacity max. 5 kg

Peel Bike Basket 
KLICKfix

20068631 Black  15 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 32    DKK 239 With its metal mesh walls and wired upper the Olav basket 
front carrier is an elegant but robust basket that you can fix 
to your front bike rack with mounting bars so that it’s always 
ready and secured for all your transport necessities. 

Size: 40 x 26 x 28

• Made of coarse meshed metal
• The basket can be mounted at the carrier
• Including mounting set

Olav Front Carrier 
Bike Basket Non-
Detachable

20210103-000 Black  27 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 30    DKK 229
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With its metal mesh walls the Porter basket rear carrier is 
an elegant basket that you can fix to your rear bike rack with 
mounting bars so that it’s always ready and secured for all 
your daily transport necessities.  It offers an ample 25L of 
space to fit your bag or other luggage, and comes with all 
the materials to mount it securely onto your rear-carrier. 

Size: 31 x 20 x 45

• Basket is made of coarse mesh metal
• The basket is mounted on the rear carrier
• Including mounting material

Porter Rear Carrier 
Bike Basket Non-
Detachable Large

20210105-000 Black  25 L  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 28    DKK 209This basket is made of coated metal. It offers an ample 25L 
of space to fit your bag or other luggage, and comes with all 
the materials to mount it securely onto your rear-carrier. 

Size: 25 x 18 x 36     31 x 20 x 45

• Basket is made of coarse mesh metal
• The basket is mounted on the rear carrier
• Including mounting material

Olav Rear Carrier 
Bike Basket Non-
Detachable

20210104-000 Black  13 L 

20068711 Black  25 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 25    DKK 189 

€ 37    DKK 279

Playfull and stylish. The Sverre rear basket is here to stay. 
It has a black metal frame with stylish multi-colored brown 
wicker for a natural look. Yet the wicker is made from 
durable Polyester, so you can enjoy it all year round. 

Size: 34 x 20 x 47

• Basket is made of plastic wicker
• The basket can be mounted at the carrier
• Including mounting system

Sverre Rear Carrier 
Bike Basket Non-
Detachable

20210102-507 Brown  30 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 55    DKK 449 The name Dante stands for Everlasting for a reason, this is 
a classic in the making. The Dante rear carrier comes with 
an ingenious plastic net that can easily be stretched over the 
contents of the basket. To securely fasten the net it hooks 
around the frame of the basket. 

Size: 43 x 24 x 32

• Made of plastic wicker
• Including net to close the basket
• The basket can be mounted to the carrier (including 

mounting set)

Dante Rear Carrier 
Bike Basket Non-
Detachable

20210102-000 Black  27 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 37    DKK 279
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This is a spare part for the Fastrider Dante Rear Carrier 
Basket Black (20210102-000). 

Size: 

• Lightweight plastic net

Dante Spare Part

20210106-000 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 11    DKK 89 A highly functional inset bag to keep your possessions 
together inside your bag. Made of nylon with a padded 
isolating liner, to provide extra protection for your valuables, 
or effectively keep food and drinks warm or cold. 

Size: 24 x 18 x 12

• Universal insert bag made of Nylon
• Equipped with insulating aluminum foil and foam
• Including adjustable inside divider
• To be closed by zipper

Cool Bag

20087601 Black  5 L

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 15    DKK 119 A reflector can easily be mounted on the reflector bracket 
and also ensures that the bicycle bags cannot get between 
the spokes. 

Size: 

• Made of metal
• Ensures that the bag does not come between the 

spokes
• Has extra possibility to mount the reflector
• Easy to attach

Reflector Bracket for 
Double Bicycle Bag 
Small Accessory

20088200 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 5    DKK 39 This metal seperator rod effectively keeps your bag from 
getting between your rear-wheel spokes, and as such 
provides a crucial element of safety for yourself, your bike 
and your bicycle bags. 

Size: 

• Made of metal
• Ensures that the bag does not come between the 

spokes
• Easy to attach

Distance Holder 
Accessory

20088205 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 5    DKK 39
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Metal mounting set for mounting bicycle crates and rattan 
baskets to your front and rear carrier. 

Size: 5 x 5 x 2

• The mounting set consists of three different parts
• The fastening kit is made of metal
• Securely attach a bike crate and rattan basket with 

this kit

Crate Mounting Set 
Bike Basket

20320900-000 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 10    DKK 79 Protect the luggage with this water-repellent crate cover, 
whose elastic band easily attaches to the rim of the crate. 
Includes a practical pouch. 

Size: 45 x 9 x 36

• Water-repellent Nylon
• Perfect to protect your goods against the rain
• Easy to attach by using elastic edge
• Including extra pocket

Crate Cover Large

20320400-000 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 10    DKK 79 Offer your passengers some comfort with our shock 
absorbing seat that attaches neatly to the rear carrier 
of your bike. Made of recycled polyester as part of our 
RETHINK program. 

Size: 14 x 32 x 6

• Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
• Shock-absorbing due to sturdy foam filling
• Offers convenience and comfortable seating
• Easy to attach
• Carrier must be suitable for transporting people. 

Maximum load capacity can often be seen in the top 
of the carrier.

Carrier Cushion

20340400-000 Black  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 16    DKK 119
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Keep your valuable saddle dry and clean with this water-
repellent cover, which comes in a practical pouch for easy 
carrying. 

Size: 

• Water-repellent Nylon
• Perfect keep your saddle dry and clean
• Easy to attach by using elastic edge
• Including extra pocket

Saddle Cover

20330400-000 Black  

20330400-537 Floral  

20330400-540 Jungle  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 7    DKK 59

€ 7    DKK 59

€ 7    DKK 59

Keep your valuable saddle dry and clean with this woolen 
cover, a natural product which fits almost any saddle and 
is easy to wash. 

Size: 

• Made of wool
• Onesize and fits almost on all saddles
• Easy to attach by using elastic edge
• Natural product
• Is easily washable

Sheep Fleece Saddle 
Cover

20330100-001 White  

20083001 Grey  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

€ 23    DKK 179

€ 23    DKK 179

Mounting Systems
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KLICKfix Handlebar adapter
CC-100 E-Bike with Lock

€ 44.95       DKK 364
414112

KLICKfix Handlebar 
adapter CC-100
€ 21.95       DKK 178

414194

KLICKfix Handlebar 
adapter CC-100 with Lock

€ 31.95       DKK 259
414022

KLICKfix Handlebar adapter
CC-100 + Oversized

€ 24.95       DKK 202
414136

KLICKfix Stem Holder
CC-101

€ 34.95       DKK 283
414195

KLICKfix Saddle adapter

€ 8.95       DKK 73
414082

KLICKfix Handlebar 
adapter CC-100 E-Bike

€ 35.95       DKK 299
414111

MIK Adapter Plate

€ 22.50       DKK 182
415998

MIK Carrier Plate

€ 24.95       DKK 202
415999
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As the name says: click and go! To make 
the bikebag and therefore every ride even 
more convenient, we have developed our 
own fastening system: Click’nGo.

Our product developers have put ease 
of use at number one and have started 
designing from there. The result? A 
premium attachment system that allows 
you to click the bag onto the bike and 
remove it from the bike with one hand 
movement.

HOW TO CLICK THE BAG ONTO YOUR BIKE

The Click’nGo system is made to easily attach a bikebag to almost any luggage carrier, following three steps:

1. Adjust the hooks in width. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Tighten the screws to the tube 
thickness of your luggage carrier. 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Place the Swinglock in the correct 
position at the bottom. 
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CLICK’NGO COMPONENT

The Click’nGo mounting system consists of 
several parts. The two Railed Hooks (mounting 
hooks) are adjustable in width on the Top Rail. 
At the top of the hooks is a handle with which 
the bag can easily be clicked on and off the 
bike.

The Swinglock is located in the middle of the 
bag. This keeps the bag in place along the side 
of the luggage carrier, so that it cannot flap in 
the wind. At the bottom of the bag is an extra 
protective edge, the Guard Rail.

In addition to the Railed Hooks, we also have 
the Fixed Hooks, which are not adjustable in 
width. Finally, there is the Lockring. This is, as 
it were, a lock for your bicycle bag. It is a small 
iron ring that can be screwed onto the bikebag, 
so that the bag cannot simply be taken off the 
bike.

SPARE PARTS
If a part of the Click’nGo system unexpectedly 
needs to be replaced, it can be easily reordered 
and replaced. 

Click’nGo Swinglock 
Spare Rotating Hook

Click’nGo Swinglock 
Spare Rail

Click’nGo  Bottomguard 
Medium

Click’nGo Bottomguard 
Large

Click’nGo Railed Hook 
Spare Hooks and Handle

Click’nGo Railed Hook 
Medium Spare Rail

Click’nGo Railed Hook 
Large Spare Rail

Click’nGo Spare 
Fixationset

Click’nGo Lockring
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Click’nGo Fixed Hook 
Spare Hook 1pc
€ 5       DKK 39
415413

Click’nGo Lockring

€ 5       DKK 39
415416

Click’nGo Adapterplate 
set Bag

€ 12       DKK 89
415406

Click’nGo Adapterplate set 
Basket

€ 9       DKK 69
415407

Click’nGo  Bagplate Spare 
Lidlock

€ 3       DKK 29
415414

For Handlebar Bags And Baskets
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